The History, Statements and Accounting for
People’s Power & Gas LLC, by David Pearsall
Exhibits are within as corroborating evidence to support and expand upon each day’s events and
statements. The PPG DOP Accounting Report is referenced throughout and has all other supporting
evidence including full bank statements, Forest Capital’s accounting statements, Utility payments, etc.
This statement in accordance with the exhibits as evidence will show the facts regarding a
company I founded; People’s Power & Gas LLC (“PPG”), and its business relationship with Forest
Capital, LLC (“Forest”). The professionals paid to help protect PPG and prosecute Forest are seemingly
going to let them get away with the defrauding and embezzlement of PPG’s funds. Evidence herein
suggests that Forest’s attorneys are complicit in Forest's multiple frauds and their action have only served
to obstructed justice and vex numerous courts of jurisdiction.
The following contains the facts and events which explain how Forest Capital LLC embezzled
$15,926,439.75 from People’s Power & Gas LLC. This conclusion is based upon verifiable information
with corroborating evidence and shows the communication and documents for each financial transaction
throughout the relationship between PPG and Forest. Every wire sent between, or on behalf of either
entity is included with Forest’s accounting errors identified and explained. There is absolutely no ground
to consider Forest a creditor of PPG. There is only cause for the arrest and prosecution of Forest owners
and co-conspirators who have obstructed justice as criminals all engaged in multiple Federal offenses.
BACKGROUND:
People’s Power & Gas, LLC is a Delaware company formed on December 23, 2010 to be an
electricity and natural gas supplier. PPG is a financial and physical energy procurement company that
purchases, trades, and hedges the commodities for profit. The company has a financial incentive to be a
low-cost provider compared to the regulated utilities for saving residential, commercial and municipal
customer’s money each month. PPG also has the ability to offer service to the regulated utilities by
bidding to purchase power on their behalf. In other words, PPG’s plan was to be the load serving entity
in select states for the utilities and an alternative supplier to provide customers choice in another. PPG
was serving customers in several states including Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York and Delaware. PPG also had approvals or pending approvals in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Washington DC, Montana, Florida, Maryland, Georgia and California. PPG grew quickly
to gross over $30 Million in its second year of operations. The goal has always been to provide the best
service and the most savings for our customers while ensuring the company also has a clear and
sustainable path for continued profitability.
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To be an energy supplier like PPG, the company had to have agreements with Independent
System Operators (“ISO”), who act as the energy grids platform. Generators put power on through the
ISO’s and suppliers like PPG take it off. PPG applied to the New England ISO, New York ISO, PJM
ISO, Midwest ISO and California ISO. Pipeline agreements are required and storage set up for natural
gas, and additionally we needed to forecast, schedule, and trade daily the deviated or unbalanced loads
with other natural gas suppliers. There are varying licenses, agreements, approvals, strict risk policies
and procedures, and regulatory and compliance filings that are all required, with some approvals
contingent upon others for a supplier to operate. PPG was also one of the roughly 440 companies
worldwide to be approved as a market maker on the Intercontinental Exchange (“ICE”) which we had not
yet used but were learning about. Furthermore, PPG had approvals with each states Public Utility
Commission, the regulated Utilities, the Federal Energy Regulatory Committee (“FERC”), New England
Power Pool (“NEPOOL”), dozens of other counterparty agreements or ISDA’s to trade with and an
Electronic Data Interchange (“EDI”) system between PPG and the regulated Utilities. PPG worked with
several Utilities like the New Hampshire Co-op, Central Maine Power, Bangor Hydro, Delmarva, United
Illuminating, Yankee Gas and PSNH, UNITIL, Con Edison just to name a few, who further herein are
referred to as the (“Utilities”).
Forest Capital provided a Master Factoring Agreement (“MFA”) with People’s Power & Gas
LLC (“PPG”) and a Validity Guarantee (“Guarantee”), along with other addendums to the MFA
originally dated on the 21st of May 2012. Forest is a finance company who provided an advance on
receivables (“Accounts” or “Advance”) for specific Utilities under the terms of the MFA. This practice is
typically called factoring when dealing with ordinary goods or forfeiting when dealing with capital,
commodity, or bulk merchandise. While Forest Capital deems themselves a factor, for reference, the
process most closely resembles forfaiting with extended finance terms with energy for the commodity of
goods sold. Regardless of the specific choice of term for the role as forfeiter or factor, this fiduciary role
undertaken by Forest Capital was to enable PPG to obtain Advances to further fund its growth.
When factoring receivables, traditional factors like Forest Capital would charge their interest and
fees on the amount of a total invoice. Forest interest and fees was to be calculated on deployed funds, not
the gross invoice totals like traditional factoring arrangements. With a new gross invoice for $100 and the
Advance amount of 85% is $85 on that invoice. Traditional factors would calculate their interest and fees
on the $100 but in this MFA, Forest may only calculate their interest and fees against the $85. This also
shows the difference in arrangement between traditional factoring of receivables and why the Advance %
matters because those finance companies interest is calculated on the gross invoice regardless if they
advance 50%, 70%, or 90%. In PPG and Forest agreement, Forest could only charge interest on the
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deployed funds, if Advanced, not on the gross receivable. Forest seems to calculate their fees from the
gross Invoice Amount instead of deployed funds Advanced.
According to Master Participation Agreements (“MPA”) between Forest and their lenders, Forest
was borrowing at rates up to 24% and lending to PPG at 20.25%. Forest planned to embezzle funds from
PPG as they knowingly were borrowing more than they were charging. Forest could not survive without
defrauding PPG since they are in the interest arbitrage business.
I funded the company with Millions of dollars myself from proceeds of the previous energy
supplier I sold, and intended to only use Forest Capital as a backup to not have lost opportunity when
PPG needed the funds for growth. PPG experienced this situation months prior to the relationship with
Forest by not accepting a winning bid to supply a portion of Central Maine Power’s customers. I turned it
down since I was not certain that we could carry the interim float at the NEISO. Forest agreed to advance
90% of billed invoices and match 50% of any posted cash collateral at the ISO’s. Per the MFA, Forest
was supposed to have deployable funds available upon request up to $10,000,000 for PPG as an Advance.
ISOs have requirements for Financial Assurance which are also called FA or Collateral. Each
ISO requires this financial guarantee in order to allow an electricity supplier to purchase power. Public
companies have the ability to pledge or post stock as collateral. PPG is privately held which seemingly
put us at a competitive disadvantage who invariably has to post cash as the form of Collateral. That was
the primary reason I choose Forest over other options at that time.
The Utilities track our customer usage and send the data to the corresponding ISO for the
aggregate of our customer’s hourly usage. The ISO tell suppliers apart based upon load asset zonal ID’s
and then will charge the Real-Time rates on the aggregate of our customer’s usage, unless the supplier
scheduled hourly Day Ahead rates or had a bilateral transaction for a specific price and zone for a prepurchased quantity of megawatts per hour. Depending on the ISO, the wholesale cost of power to pay
may be weekly or bi-weekly on an aggregate basis of our customer consumption. Posted Collateral is
calculated against the weighted average of the aggregate of your customer’s base load. The ISO’s have a
Customer Asset Management System (“CAMS”), which is the software systems provided to each supplier
within the ISO. In CAMS, PPG can forecast, schedule Day Ahead hourly loads and see the aggregate of
our customer base usage and energy cost which again correlates with posted Financial Assurance cash
accounts held in BlackRock and TD Wealth accounts.
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In the normal course of business, the Utilities will invoice, collect and pass along PPG’s portion
of a customer’s electricity bill. The Utilities are the transmission and distribution charges and PPG is the
generation portion of the electricity bill. However, each State and/or Utility has a different schema for
operating. That is reflected in the guiding agreements between each Utility, Commissions and PPG.
There is an Electronic Data Interchange (“EDI”) with each Utility. It is a synchronized system
between PPG and the Utilities. This EDI software system is provided by EC Info Systems (“ECI”) which
acts as a third-party verifier between everyone. ECI’s system tracks customer usage and payments by
each Utility per metered customer. After synchronization, it is an automated service that allowed PPG
and Forest to have search functions to see new billed invoices, the payment dates and amount that each
Utility sent directly to Forest Capital’s bank account.
PPG customers were invoiced by the Utilities and remit payment to each Utility. The difference
for the customer is they pay PPG’s retail rate per kWh as determined by PPG, and our company name
appears on their electricity invoice as the generation supplier. With the exception of the Long Island
Power Authority (“LIPA”) in New York, this process is reversed. PPG provided the consolidated invoice
and then PPG passed the LIPA portion onto LIPA as the customers authorized agent.
In certain states, the Utilities paid Forest Capital every month for the previous month’s billed
customers, whether the customer had paid their electricity bill or not. Those are called, “purchase of
receivables” (“POR”) states such as United Illuminating in Connecticut or Con Edison in New York. In
other states the Utilities would remit payment to Forest when they get paid. They are simply referred to
as “paid when paid” states such as Delmarva in Delaware or Central Maine Power in Maine.
Forest Capital would receive Utility payments regardless of whether they had previously provided
an Advance to PPG on invoices, or not. A pledged Citibank lockbox account (“Lockbox”) was set up to
allow only Forest to withdraw from the account. Those Lockbox deposited funds had to pass through
Forest and was setup in anticipation of future financing for the LIPA market. Forest had the sole
authorization to make withdraws of customer payments which they swept out from the account almost
daily. It was mostly for PPG’s non-auto pay LIPA customers who sent payments directly into the
Lockbox. Other auto-pay and/or double-billed customer payments went to a different PPG Citibank
account. Double-billed customers are generally the larger commercial users who directly paid PPG for
generation and LIPA for delivery separately.
The Unfactored portions that Forest receives are from customer payments that are LIPA’s
portion, taxes and from any invoice that previously had not been provided an Advance. According to the
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MFA and June 1st, 2013 LIPA rider between Forest and PPG, Forest was supposed to pass through any
and all Unfactored funds they received within 5 days to PPG as part of the transactional waterfall. Forest
repeatedly breached this part of the agreement by not passing through funds timely, or at all.
The Rebate portion is the difference after Forest deducted the previously advanced principal and
fees from the payments received. According to the terms within the MFA, section 3.1.1, “Remittances
will be paid to you (PPG) weekly.” As further defined by Forest to PPG within the accounting software
they used called Factor Fox, Rebates are defined as “the amount due from the Factor (Forest) to a Client
(PPG) after a factored invoice has been paid by the customer (Utility). It is calculated as Amount
Received minus Advance plus Fees.” A significant portion of the Rebate has not been provided and what
was provided is reflected as part of an Advance for PPG which Forest calculates as owed by PPG to be
paid back to Forest. The Rebate portion of a wire sent from Forest, is not a debt owed back to Forest
Capital as their inaccurate accounting reflects.
On July 1st, 2013 an amendment to the MFA was made which expanded the Advance option for
PPG Accounts to include Long Island Power Authority although Forest was sweeping the funds out of the
Lockbox account since it was opened on December 5th 2012. Forest Capital failed to pass through the
entire Unfactored LIPA portion and has also kept customer’s taxes they’ve received from the Lockbox.
Forest has not provided any accounting of taxes received and neglected to mention this fact or has
reported them to tax authorities. According to the bank statements, Forest withdrew $9,253,227.50 from
the Citibank Lockbox located in New York. PPG has passed through about $4,297,713.00 of LIPA
portion to LIPA on a paid PPG customer’s behalf. PPG had to pay LIPA their portion regardless if Forest
had passed through what they withdrew from the Lockbox to PPG or not. If PPG did not send to LIPA
their portion of what a customer had paid, LIPA would have turned those customer’s electricity service
off due to non-payment. Records indicate $1,386,787.24 of New York taxes that Forest received from the
Utilities and the Lockbox. None of those taxes Forest received have been remitted to the tax authorities
or sent to PPG to pass through. As the New York tax filings show, PPG was accounting for taxes billed,
not received, and was paying the state of New York tax authority although Forest had not sent amounts
they received to PPG. New York tax authority still show that PPG owes for the last month filed as PPG
has not sent in any amendments against anything uncollected due to the involuntary bankruptcy
proceedings. PPG had also never received from Forest any accounting of taxes that Forest received into
their bank account directly from all the Utilities from multiple states and therefore is most likely
withholding those amounts to further defraud PPG and the tax authorities.
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After 18 months, PPG has chosen to no longer serve the LIPA market. PPG and LIPA
collaboratively agreed to work together and provided a lettered statement to customers about PPG no
longer offering its services in Long Island as of September 30th, 2013. All PPG customers would then be
transfer back to LIPA. Forest was also notified just days after the decision. Forest was part of the reason
why PPG had to withdraw from the LIPA market. John Fox of Forest Capital was seemingly very upset
with this decision. Phone transcripts between John Fox and Marty Hefland of Forest and Frank Debellis
of PPG show John with an almost childlike entitlement to those customers, saying they are his customers,
implying that PPG does not have that right. Forest has no rights to tell PPG what markets it can or cannot
offer services in and only had the apparent control to fund or not to fund. Forest then sent LIPA a lien
notice to intervene without PPG’s knowledge. I was made aware by John Fox after he received a great
response from LIPA’s attorneys regarding their notice. I replied asking John to send me the letter LIPA is
referring to have received from Forest. The copies are within the timeline.
Forest selectively advanced and would receive payments whether an advance was provided or
not. Initially I had complete trust in John Fox of Forest Capital and looked at them as my partners. Mike
Kates CPA was PPG’s Controller who made journal entries according to the information Forest Capital
provided so that both accounting records would coincide. They would then reflect the full gross wire
amount as a debt owed back to Forest Capital, although the wire was a combination of Rebate,
Unfactored pass through, and Advances. Forest would direct when to adjust the debt in PPG’s books.
PPG hired Citrin Cooperman (“Citrin”), an accounting firm, on September 16th, 2013 to do a
financial review of our books and records. Citrin was hired at that time because no one seemed to know
or understand how Forest was accounting for its entries. PPG needed an outside accounting firms
professional perspective to figure it out and detect errors, starting from the beginning of 2012. This is the
same firm that was then hired under a separate agreement on December 1st, 2014 to do a forensic
accounting of PPG because of their familiarity with the company and the energy industry. Using Citrin
Cooperman’s forensic accounting draft report, they show $2,136,977.00 is owed to PPG.
On December 2nd 2013, an agreement to allow PPG an “Over Advance” if requested and at
Forests sole discretion for the purpose of growing the company by purchasing new customers through an
acquisition. PPG had recently purchased customers from competitors in Maine and New Hampshire and
was in discussions to purchase another group of customers in Massachusetts. However, after the
agreement was signed on December 2nd, Forest seemed to call all Advances thereafter an Over Advance.
The Over Advance amount Forest seeks repayment for is completely fraudulent. Forest preemptively
liquidated the company by creating a fake Advance for money that PPG did not request or receive. Then
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Forest created another fake Advance to pay themselves off for that previous fake Advance from the few
days prior. Continuing, another few days later, Forest then created another fake Advance to pay
themselves for that previous one, so on and so on, and called them all “Over Advances.” These fake
transactions further compound the supposed debt, and was a transactional Ponzi Scheme for the
embezzlement of PPG’s funds. As you can see on Forests own Factor Fox accounting reports, just on
December 23rd 2013, Forest paid themselves on this day $1,687,703.73 from new PPG invoices. Forest
provided just enough actual Advances to satisfy the ISO’s and PPG until they deliberately defaulted PPG
on the 23rd and then let PPG become terminated with the NEISO on December 24th, 2013.
To show the brazen extent of which they will go, Forest Capital continues to say they provided
PPG an Over Advance and that amount still owed is $1,729,668.45. They go further by showing the fake
Over Advance repayments totaling of $1,347,659.77 which they have reflected as an adder to principle
debt PPG supposedly owes, not a deduction for payment against principle. Please see to verify in the tab
“RMF & FC Statements” in the new PPG DOP Accounting report. According to ECI reports, PPG had
new available receivables to Advance against totaling $3,326,566.22 in new Billed invoices although
Forest would further receive an additional $159,538.10 in taxes and other charges for a total of
$3,486,104.33 for the month of December 2013. Also, according to the new PPG DOP Accounting
report, Forest received payments in December 2013 that are 3rd party verified totaling $2,178,688.91 from
Utilities sent directly to Forest’s bank account. This fictitious accounting and Over Advance was created
by Forest to embezzle funds, defraud and create financial duress for PPG and myself.
On December 23rd Forest withheld funds to not send in time to the NEISO which caused PPG’s
termination as a market participant on December 24th, Christmas Eve morning. On December 23rd at last
minute before funding, Forest demands that Eileen Routhier of PPG to acknowledge the inaccurate
allocation of ISO’s collateral before they would send the ISO payments that day. Eileen used my stamped
signature and sent the form to Forest. Unbeknownst to me on the morning of the 24th, PPG was already in
default because Forest did not send the NEISO payment the day prior, on December 23rd. Forest was
aware of this requirement to send the payment to cure the default by 10am. Forest did not send the
required NEISO wire unless I signed another document that they provided to be put on PPG’s letterhead.
The document was for their security interest in Collateral accounts. Having no other option to the
unreasonable demand, we sign and send it to Forest. That then was not enough; John Fox wanted proof
that PPG had sent this letter off to the ISO’s. The result of the delay was further delay as a contrived
tactic to ensure PPG’s termination at the NEISO. Forest had again forced PPG to sign documents under
duress that they needed for their later use in court filings. John Fox stated later that day in an email
regarding the late payment that caused the termination “sorry, it was not deliberate.”
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The Collateral account amounts in BlackRock and TD Wealth allow PPG’s purchase of
electricity of up to 90% of the posted cash. Forest made sure that they had something signed showing a
security interest with the inaccurate Collateral allocations before the NEISO termination. Previously PPG
and Forest had a 50/50 match of Collateral at Forests discretion, but on November 22nd, 2013 an
addendum was to allow for Advances up to 75% and a contract extension with increased termination fees.
Forest asked for a contract extension and PPG wanted funding certainty. The original MFA allowed
Forest to subjectively Advance, at their discretion. This addendum removed the discretionary advance
language, which now obligated Forest to provide Advances on new invoices if PPG requested.
A NEISO withdraw for $225,000 was made in our BlackRock Collateral account on December
11th, 2013 and sent Forest’s bank account. Forest accounting acknowledges this but only reflects the
amount of $204,812.48 to suggest they provided PPG the difference of $20,187.52 although this credit
difference is nowhere to be found. Forest shows the $204,812.48 as a credit on their accounting sheet that
calculates fees, but on the actual accounting statement that provides the total debt PPG supposedly owes,
the $204,812.48 is conspicuously added instead of being subtracted against the principle debt. Several
credits that should be applied against principle advances where added as debt to further defraud PPG.
Forest asked PPG to withdrawal all of the collateral at the NEISO after the 12/24 default. I disagreed, but
offered a concession as Forest said they needed $400K. Therefore, on January 9th, PPG did one $525K
Redemption in NEISO of which $393,750 went to Forest to pay down principle from previous collateral
advanced. Forest’s accounting statement has the repayment as a line item but has conspicuously removed
the Collateral repayment amount to show zero amount repaid. This can be verified from emails sent and
on the “RMF & Forest Statements” tab in new PPG DOP Accounting report.
On January 3rd, 2014, John Fox promised to PPG employees and myself, that we can be rest
assured that Forest will help “resolve the situation” and they will continue to fund for our power costs,
and has our best interest in mind. That’s until that day comes when the weekly payment is due at the
NYISO. Forest created a letter of authorization so they would be able to communicate directly with any
counterparty on PPG’s behalf, including the ISO’s, Banks, Utilities and State Commissions, etc. I
disagreed to sign the letter and email correspondence shows that John Fox was upset with my decision to
not sign that letter on January 7th, 2014, and refused to even send funds needed to stay in business within
the New York ISO or PJM ISO. Call transcripts and multiple emails were sent in a final plea asking
Forest to live up to the agreement and send the required NYISO payment on January 13th, 2013, but they
would not. Before this, I went to NYC to meet with John in person, just the two of us. He made it clear
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to me that he wanted PPG to withdraw or we should just default in the NYISO. Forest seemed to want
PPG to default in the NYISO and for it to appear to be PPG’s fault.
I signed a NEISO Blackrock Redemption after John’s refusal to fund or pass to PPG its own
funds on January 13th, 2013 so that we can make the NYISO power payment. It was in the last minute
effort to save PPG from another ISO default, but it was too late. All the required funds were paid that
day, but not in time, PPG was terminated that evening from the NYISO and would now lose all customers
throughout New York including Con Edison, NYSEG and Central Hudson markets which grossed about
$400K in monthly revenue. Previously, the NYISO had been flexible to allow the extra time for a wire to
arrive as they also knew it was coming from a transfer request made from NEISO. I believe the recent
default at NEISO along with the known issues PPG was having with Forest, they would not provide this
courtesy any longer.
After losing roughly 34,000 customers two weeks prior in New England from the Christmas Eve
default, PPG managed to get back in good standing so we could operate again. You can see emails from
several Utilities in New England that said PPG is now ready to re-enroll customers in January 2014.
Then, an unexpected and unwarranted letter on January 15th, 2014 was sent to BlackRock, who held
PPG’s collateral at the NEISO, from Jeff Wurst of Ruskin Moscou Faltischeck P.C. This tortuous letter,
with inaccurate statements of the facts caused the NEISO to default and again terminate PPG. Transcripts
show that on January 27th 2014, John Fox was put on a three way call with between PPG and the NEISO
in the effort to ask John to release the temporary restraining order that Forest falsely filed against PPG
and BlackRock, otherwise PPG would again be terminated from the NEISO. The NEISO explained that
by impeding their ability to allow access to BlackRock, would put PPG in breach of the ISO’s agreement.
John asked if the termination can hold off while he talks to his attorney. The NEISO representatives said
the reason for this courtesy call was that time was almost out and they needed something in writing within
4 minutes. John agreed over the phone but he would not send an email confirmation in time, which
would have saved PPG from the last termination. PPG loses all the new load asset ID’s it just received
and again is terminated.
Forest Capital and their Attorneys went on the offense with lawsuits, injunctions and restraining
orders first filed on January 17th, 2014. Forest filed a lawsuit against me personally, PPG and Blackrock
together and further requested and received an emergency Temporary Restraining Order (“TRO”) that
would preclude me from communicating with anyone or be arrested in contempt of court. Forest received
the TRO under false pretenses that John Fox signed under penalty of perjury, that his statements made
were true and that the TRO would not harm PPG’s operations. You will see John trying to get me to
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commit to unreasonable terms on the 29th but I do not agree and decide to go to federal court in Maryland
on January 30th, 2014. We all entered into a Stipulation that all parties and the attorneys acknowledge and
sign. It was my understanding that as part of the Stipulation, Forest would file a UCC3 lien release for
anything PPG related after February 1st 2014 so that PPG could continue its relentless effort to find
alternative financing without needing an inter creditor agreement.
When I was defending myself in Maryland court on January 30th, 2013 against the fraudulently
filed Forest TRO, the PJM ISO terminated PPG. I was told it was in partly due to the apparent adverse
material change in our financial condition and because of the defaults in the other ISO’s. All of PPG’s
customers in Delaware would now go back to Delmarva by midnight February 1st, 2014. That also
stopped PPG from proceeding to offer service in Pennsylvania, Maryland and New Jersey for electricity.
In addition, there was also a deficiency payment default not cured. PJM ISO and PPG were talking about
payment terms with them to stay in business.
Attorney Jeff Wurst at Ruskin Moscou Faltischeck P.C. has been crucial in perpetuating Forest
Capital’s fraud. I am alleging that Jeff Wurst of RMF is more than just Forest’s attorney; he is a coconspirator, obstructionist, and a vexatious litigator. RMF preemptively helped Forest and planned to
benefit from the litigation through either Forest’s takeover of PPG or in bringing down of it. RMF
created documents for anticipatory events to be signed while under duress to use thereafter in legal
proceedings. RMF frivolously filed for emergency restraining orders against PPG, BlackRock and myself
on January 17th, 2014 in Maryland, Court Case #14-01530. RMF wrote emails and letters making false
allegations with baseless claims to bully and intimidate. On March 13th 2014, RMF files another
frivolous lawsuit against Utilities that PPG worked with, included Northeast Utilities, Yankee Gas and
PSNH, although Forest had never provided an Advanced on any Yankee Gas accounts. On March 21st,
2014, RMF sent a letter to the Maine Public Utility Commission while PPG was trying to get approval for
all Maine PPG customers switched back. RMF sent this letter after the Stipulation and falsely stated that
PPG has granted them a security interest in all assets, which includes the return of any deposits. This is
clearly inaccurate, intentional and tortuous intervention to deter the MPUC from working with PPG.
RMF’s goal was to make sure that there was no way PPG could continue operating as the correct
accounting would eventually be discovered and to do everything possible to stop any legal defense.
The included evidence clearly highlights Forest Capital and/or their Attorneys actions which
include embezzlement, tortious intervention, breach of fiduciary duties, extortion, obstruction to justice,
collusion, theft, unjust enrichment, conversion, a Ponzi scheme, perjury and bankruptcy fraud. Forest and
RMF colluded by collaborating in the preemptive creation of documents for the later use within fabricated
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events to put PPG under duress. With Forest being the first recipient of funds, it gave them exclusive
control to not Advance or even pass through PPG’s own funds placed them in a position whereby they
could demand the signing of documents as extortion. Some of the demands you will see are not the
normal course of Forest’s business, which puts into question if they intended the takeover of PPG as an
option. The anticipatory documents and events show a breach of fiduciary duties stemming from
ambiguous control agreements so that Forest can limit or subjectively advance and then outright refuse
Advance or to even pass through and provide PPG’s their own money. While Forest states they have my
best interest in mind, on multiple occasions they tortuously intervened between PPG and its employees,
customers, ISO, Utilities, State Utility Commissions and other counter parties. The evidence suggests
that John Fox, Suzanne Fox, Marty Helfand, Debbie Baseman and Don Kennedy of Forest Capital are
knowing participants who either individually, or together committed fraud and the embezzlement of
funds, breached their fiduciary duties, committed perjury, manipulated documents and lied in bankruptcy.
According to a private investigator, Forest undisclosed and still uses the M&T Bank account #1696 that
was for PPG customer payments. Due to their fraud and deliberate plan to put PPG out of business,
Forest owes the money they embezzled from PPG and for the company’s value.
On March 4th, 2014, Forest Capital’s audit firm Stout, Causey & Horning (“SCH”) requested a
PPG employee to sign to acknowledge that as of December 31st, 2013, PPG owed Forest Capital a total of
$3,507,209. PPG was then able to show that the Utilities had paid Forest more than what they claim is
owed and that Forest actually owes PPG according to their own auditors from SCH. With a quick
response seemingly without even a review, RMF replied to PPG’s attorney calling the discrepancy
difference from the Over Advance and Collateral Advances and that PPG still owes the same amount.
Although it is proven from third party statements that Forest received $5,914,756.86 between January 1st,
2014 and April 15th 2014, Forest and RMF disregard the irrefutable proof and insist the amount what PPG
owes is unchanged despite failing to produce any evidence to support these claims.
Forest Attorneys filed lawsuits against different parties in different states for the same funds they
make a proof of claim for within PPG’s bankruptcy case in clear breach and in disregard of the automatic
stay. Forest files notification as a creditor on May 9th, and asks for a relief of the automatic stay on May
12th, which is initially denied by trustee Richard Coen (“Coen”). Forest Attorneys proceeded anyways
with filings in Maryland against BlackRock, Case 14-01530 and then against me personally on May 15th,
2014, Case 14-01670, again for the same funds that Forest has made a claim for as a creditor against PPG
within bankruptcy. Coen did provide a limited release of PPG’s automatic stay to only allow Forest to
invoice and collect payments on PPG’s behalf on June 17th, 2014. The limited release was based upon
John Fox’s declaration of statements to be true, and I have proven that John committed perjury. Between
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April 18th and June 17th, 2014, you will see Forest’s breach of the automatic stay even though they were
waiting for potential relief. Forest still continuing to invoice PPG customers and remove money from
PPG’s Lockbox. As you can see on June 6th, 2014, Forest proceeds anyways with their logo on letter
head of the invoices saying it is on behalf of PPG. These invoices are for the same customers and
amounts that they once accused PPG for erroneously invoicing. Further, in John Fox’s declaration to get
the release of stay, he falsely claimed that Forest did not have access to ECI or FreshBooks, which herein
is proven to be another lie and another instance of what Forest was doing wrong and accusing PPG of
doing. As you will clearly see, it was PPG who had no access to Factor Fox from about January 10th,
2014 until after the Stipulation was signed late February. Johns email confirms this on January 29th.
Furthermore, if the courts would like more irrefutable proof, just ask ECI, as each login has the names
and access levels and the approved IP addresses, dates and times and how long user has accessed in logs
that show who and when someone logged into PPG’s EDI system. Forest always had view only access
throughout the relationship and in accordance with the Stipulation. It is Forest, who currently is still
blocking PPG’s ability to see Factor Fox. This is the same Stipulation that Forest is disregarding by filing
new lawsuits in May 2014 against BlackRock and myself while simultaneously saying it is valid to get
Coen to provide a release of the automatic stay to be in accordance with the Stipulation. I also do not
believe Forest could have legally submitted a proof of claim due to the Stipulation granting a lien release
for anything People’s Power & Gas LLC related after February 1st, 2014.
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Factor Fox accounting statements provided by
Forest Capital LLC to People’s Power & Gas LLC
The accounting explained with real examples. Full statements are within PPG DOP Accounting Report.
The Factor Fox accounting software used by Forest Capital column items are explained as they
pertained to PPG. To best understand Forest Capital’s own accounting software, the next section is to
simply define in layman terms each accounting column. The following section is a breakdown of real
PPG examples to clearly explain the exhibits and reports which are also in accordance to the software’s
glossary of terms. The software’s user manual with their glossary of terms are also provided on the first
tab “User Guide & Definitions” within the PPG DOP Accounting Report.
1) The Invoice Amount (“InvAmt”) is the gross invoice amount of each line item under "type.” This
shows the customer’s name and the amount of the new gross receivable. It is also the amount Forest
expects to receive from the Utilities or LIPA customers directly, regardless of whether Forest advanced
that amount to PPG or not and does not include the pass through taxes, when applicable.
2) The Advance Amount (“AdvAmt”) is the maximum amount available for PPG to be Advanced. As
per the MFA, this is to be 90% of the InvAmt, gross new billed receivables.
3) The Net Amount Paid (“NetAmtPd”) is the net payment to PPG, or monies sent to PPG or the ISO’s
on our behalf. This is an important field, as it comprises several components of that gross wire types
including Rebate, Unfactored and Advances. Wire are to be broken out as only the Advance portion is
what would be owed back to Forest. The pass through portion of funds within the gross wire amount sent
by Forest is NOT include the amount owed back to Forest, only the Advance portion is.
4) The "Rebate" portion are pass through funds which is the amount remaining after Forest deducts the
previously advanced principal and fees from the payments it received. According to the terms within the
MFA, section 3.1.1, “Remittances will be paid to you (PPG) weekly.” As further explained by Forest
Capital and the Factor Fox software, Rebates are defined as “the amount due from the Factor (Forest) to a
Client (PPG) after a factored invoice has been paid by the customer. It is calculated as Amount Received
minus Advance plus Fees.” Rebate portions are PPG's own money being passed through. When part of a
gross wire sent to PPG from Forest, the Rebate portion of that wire should NOT be added as debt owed
back to Forest Capital.
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5) The “Unfactored” portion are pass through funds from invoiced payments received by Forest which
Forest had not provided any previous receivables Advanced on. This is supposed to also consist of any
taxes and the LIPA portion of payments Forest directly received. PPG was obligated to pass through the
LIPA portion and to the tax authorities and did, regardless if it was sent to us. These Unfactored monies
Forest was not permitted to withhold, use or keep as it is also LIPA’s rightful portion and taxes. When
part of a gross wire sent to PPG from Forest, the Unfactored portion of that wire, should NOT be added as
debt owed back to Forest Capital.
6) The "Escrow" report field is not listed in the software’s glossary of terms or as a data field; therefore,
it must have been created by Forest as a line item within Factor Fox. The Escrow is mostly seen as the
difference between the AdvAmt, what was available to Advance against what PPG actually received as an
Advance. I call this the "SCALPED" portion of the receivables. A simple example; if there was InvAmt
of $100K in new receivables, then the 90% AdvAmt available is $90K which should have been sent to
PPG as an Advance. Forest borrows from their lenders $90K but only sends PPG $70K as an Advance.
Unbeknown to PPG, Forest categorizes the $20K difference as Escrow without the amount seen again or
for the benefit of PPG. Forest would cover this up from PPG and their lenders by sending an email
showing Forest sent PPG a wire for $90K with a Factor Fox statement attached. This statement shows
Forest has $15K in Unfactored, $5K in Rebate and $70K is an Advanced. PPG receives a wire for $90K
and Forest/PPG QuickBooks show $90K in new debt although only $70K was the actually Advance.
7) The Other Adjustment ("OtherAdj") only initial purpose was to reflect the $20 per wire fee deducted.
However, starting in late 2013, funds from Rebate, Unfactored, Advance and Escrow are seen deducted
from and going into the OtherAdj column. PPG has seen none of these funds nor has found any benefit
for PPG from the funds placed into the OtherAdj column. They are considered embezzled funds as it is
completely unaccounted for and missing.
8) The "Collateral" Advance amounts sent by Forest are either received by PPG or sent to the ISO’s on
PPG’s behalf. These wires sometimes consisted of the same several components as a receivables
Advanced on new invoices, according to Forest’s own accounting reports. Forest is essentially trying to
compound Collateral debt and falsely show that they are matching deposited funds at the ISO's.
Collateral is denoted within the statements and at times Forest shows to apply Rebate, Unfactored and
Advances, all as part of Collateral Advance. This is very important as Forest's own accounting proves
false claim for 75% of the cash Collateral deposited for each ISO as they used PPG’s own money from
Rebate and Unfactored to fulfill Collateral requests. Forest demanded that PPG sign forms showing the
inaccurate allocation of cash Collateral to agree that 75% of it was from Forest or they would not fund.
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For further clarification and an assumption regarding Forest fees; the Escrow amount differential
listed does not reflect the difference between the gross InvAmt (100%) and the AdvAmt (90%) of the
invoices, which ultimately becomes the Rebate. Forest never broke out their fees of 20.25% annualized.
The AdvAmt is supposed to be 90% of the InvAmt but most of the time it’s approximately 88% which
closely matches the annual amortization of Forest fees to be the difference and means they are calculating
their fees from the gross amount of each new invoice instead of it being on deployed funds. Forest fees
are also seen to be deducted from the Rebate as there is no other explanation for having roughly 2%
difference. To ensure accuracy among all the data fields used within the Factor Fox reports, the Sub Total
line was used to clearly calculate each line item type per day.
The Rebate and Unfactored portions in Forest’s accounting were used as a tool to fill in the gap
between what they could have actually Advanced to PPG and either the amount they did Advance or the
wire amount. This may also shield the difference/shortfall of the real Advance amounts that Forest
lenders see and perceive to be the Advance to PPG. Meaning their lenders may see a wire for 90% of the
new invoices available but not know that 60% of the wire sent that day was LIPA portion, other
Unfactored or Rebate. The new PPG DOP Accounting Report is only using Forest Capitals own
accounting reports for Advances that they say was sent and we added what was also verified wires as
Collateral in the bank accounts. Each wire is broken out on a transaction by transaction basis to clearly
show each component and each transaction within the “Advance Summary” tab and Collateral wired.
Then those said Advances are calculated against payments that are third party verified and sent directly to
Forest Capital’s bank account. According to an investigators report, although the bank account is still
open, there is no money left in it and the embezzled amount is still temporarily missing.
PPG's QuickBooks are disallowed in any bit of this report regarding Advances and Payments.
Forest Capital requested and received our QuickBooks statements and directed the CPA to make
adjustments to ensure the books are aligned which helped Forest further cover up the fraud and
embezzlement. Gross wires were entered into QB as Advances, a liability, to be owed back to Forest
Capital. This meant that even Unfactored and/or Rebate portions of each wire, even when correctly
categorized in Factor Fox and passed through to PPG, were considered, astonishingly, a liability, which
further compounded the artificial debt amount that PPG supposedly owed to Forest.
The following examples in part are to show how Forest Capital embezzled funds from PPG by
using their own Factor Fox accounting statements for Advances that provided as a breakout of each wire.
Each wire is broken out on a transaction by transaction basis to clearly show the wires components on the
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“Advance Summary” tab in the new PPG DOP Accounting Report. Those said Advances are then ran
against payments Forest received to their bank account as verified from bank statements and the from
what the Utilities have paid directly to Forest.
Each table below is provided by Forest Capital accounting software, Factor Fox.
Example: Unfactored correctly done

Example: Scalping of Unfactored funds to Escrow that was not passed through to PPG.

Example: Money from Escrow moved into “Other Adj” which previously was only for the $20 per wire
fee. Millions of dollars in 2013 is unexplained by going into Other Adjustment and was sent somewhere!

Example: Prime example of most Escrow transactions. Amount PPG could borrow is $121K, the amount
sent to PPG is $71K, Forest Scalps/Stole $50K and calls it Escrow as it is never accounted for again.
On Forests books and as it is fraudulently reflected to everyone, PPG owes the $121K to Forest.

Example: $148K is available for PPG to borrow from on new billed receivables. $98K was sent to PPG
while $49K was Scalped/Stolen off the difference of what was available and stolen by Forest Capital as
they then fraudulently reflect that PPG owes $148K.

Example: $151K available for PPG to borrow, $62K Scalped and never seen again into this Escrow
account and $89K is sent to PPG. On Forests books and as it is fraudulently reflected to everyone is that
PPG owes the $151K to Forest.
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Example: $121K available for PPG to borrow, $91K Scalped/Stolen and called Escrow while only $20K
goes to PPG. On Forests books and as it is fraudulently reflected to everyone, they say PPG owes the
$111K to Forest.

Example: Scalped/Stolen $70K from invoices and put into Escrow while $70K also is added to the debt
that PPG supposedly owes Forest. Here it looks as if Forest created this Advance and took it from their
lenders as no benefit was provided for PPG.

Example: $361K of Scalped/Stolen Escrow money Forest moved to Other Adj and says “Transfer to
LIPA”? LIPA advances were paid in full to Forest weeks before 12/27/13. Another embezzlement!

Example: $49K available for PPG advance, $17K Scalped/Stolen and named Escrow. PPG sent $32K
with accounting reflecting that PPG owes $49K to Forest.

Example: This Rebate here is seemingly done correctly although the % amount is lower than it should be.
The InvAmt is gross payment Forest received and not the actual PPG Rebate amount that is then reduced
over the Reports fields to NetAmtPd. Factor Fox defines the amount paid by a customer as “Receipts” and
the difference is a Rebate that goes to client. In this case, the $10K is PPG’s understated portion.

Example: Scalping of Rebates that was to go to PPG and then put into Escrow and nothing passed
through to PPG. Amounts do not line up and used to cause confusion but the $20K here is missing, stolen,
embezzled.
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Example: Scalping of Rebates that was to go to PPG and then put into Escrow with nothing passed
through to PPG.

Example: Scalping of Rebates that was to go to PPG and then put into Escrow with nothing passed
through to PPG.

Example: Scalped/Stolen Rebate money that was PPG portion of a customer’s paid invoice that PPG has
never received and are stolen funds.

Example: Scalped Rebate put into Escrow and not sent to PPG and are stolen funds.
I will

Forest was using the Rebate and Unfactored portions as tools to fill in the gap between what was
available and what they sent to PPG. I call this the scalped portion. PPG at times, mostly up to July
2013, would only make small requests to only borrowed what was needed and Forest would seemingly
still draw Advances against the invoice’s full amount available from their lenders. Below Forest is using
Unfactored and Rebate as tools; PPG requests a $100,000 Advance on January 4th, 2013.
ECI Factor Fox report shows $6,624.41 as Unfactored ECI, which is passed through to PPG.

LIPA Factor Fox report that shows PPG to receive a wire for $100,000 and $12,476.39 of it is Unfactored
LIPA pass through portion and that Forest put $19,895 into an Escrow account that was unseen,
unknowing and undisclosed to PPG.
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Notice below the sub totals lining up. The actual Advance of $80,899 plus the two ECI and LIPA
Unfactored amounts equal the $100K wire amount PPG received. The difference from what could be
Advanced in the AdvAmt column equals the difference in Escrow and is the Scalped stolen amount. This
account manipulation is seen throughout using Unfactored and Rebate to fill in the gaps to show their
lenders and accountants.
The PPG DOP Accounting shows a visual breakout of each wire.
This is what the new accounting shows to clearly breakout and combine the both ECI & LIPA Factor Fox
reports when a wire is sent to PPG.

On March 13th, 2013, there is $258,060.64 of new Billed invoices available. PPG requests an
advance for $138,111.27 to cover the ISO invoice. Forest submits their request to lenders and shows the
amount of new invoices being $258,060.64 with the MFA’s borrow rate up to 90%, which means the
available advance amount is $226,345.22. Forest actually borrows from the lenders $226,345.22 and
sends PPG the $138,111.27 as requested. Forest emails a Factor Fox report along with the wire
confirmation that shows the breakout of the wire. Rebate is $1,098.36 and ECI & LIPA Unfactored total
is $9,767.03 and $127,245.88 of that is an Advance. Therefore PPG actually only borrowed $127,245.88
not $138,111.27 and did not borrow what was available, $226,345.22. But Forest borrowed the 90%
from their lenders as that is what is shown to be available and scalps/steals the difference of $99,079.44
and calls it Escrow in Factor Fox.
This is what the new accounting report shows to clearly breakout each wire according to Forest Capitals
own Factor Fox accounting reports.
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS
The corroborating evidence is attached herein with references also made to the PPG Accounting Report.
05.21.2012

Forest Capital’s MFA show they are to advance 90% of PPG’s Billed invoices. Forest

and PPG agreement rider is to provide a 50/50 match of funds deposited within collateral accounts at the
ISO’s to purchase power. Agreement also consists of a Validity guarantee, which is a personal guarantee
to protect Forest against fraud. An initial schedule of the Utilities who Forest would provide Advances to
PPG on. Any payments Forest received by Utilities that are not listed in the schedule or invoices an
Advance was not provide for is considered Unfactored and is to be passed through to PPG within 5 days.
Attachments are the MFA, rider for matching collateral and the validity guarantee.

12-05-2010
03-14-2011 meeting
proposal email.pdf
email.pdf

10.24.2012

05-17-2012
MFA.pdf

05-17-2012 MFA
Signed.PDF

05-21-2012 rider
MFA.pdf

05-21-2012 validity
gurantee.pdf

Mike Kates CPA who is PPG’s Controller sends an email showing that PPG’s books

differ from Forest Capitals and that Forest is overcharging PPG in interest fees. Mike worked things out
with Marty Hefland, CFO and an owner of Forest. This is when Forest first had Mike provide PPG
QuickBooks and then Mike would make the accounting adjustments thereafter based upon what Forest
said he should to make sure that both companies accounting records are in line with each other.

10-24-2012
email.pdf

12.05.2012

PPG opens the Citibank Lockbox and has a control agreement the makes Forest Capital

the only one who may withdraw from the account and PPG has view access only. This is done in
anticipation of growing in the LIPA market and PPG’s future need for funding. Forest was initially
uncomfortable due to payment received coming from individual residential, commercial or municipal
customers as opposed to payments coming directly from the Utilities. This was done so that Forest may
also do simulations on the process and know payment timeline along with learning customer payment
history. A full account statement is provided in the new PPG accounting summary.

12-05-2012
email.pdf

12.07.2012

According to bank statement and emails, Mike Kates CPA sends Forest $33,709 from

non-auto pay LIPA customer payments PPG just received into its Citibank 5424 as payments could have
gone into the Lockbox, but Mike wired to Forest’s M&T 1696 account instead. Since Mike thought
payments PPG now received should have gone into the Lockbox, he wired them to Forest as customers in
LIPA market had just been informed of the new Citibank Lockbox PO Box mailing address in Long
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Island. Forest had not provided PPG credit for this amount as it is not shown passed back to PPG as part
of the transaction waterfall. This amount was seemingly kept by Forest Capital.

12.20.2012

The Citibank Lockbox was opened on December 5th, 2012. Marty Hefland of Forest just

got access to the Lockbox account online by using the Citibank key. Marty was trying to access and
make the first accumulated withdraw. Marty accidently withdrew double the amount available from the
Lockbox when doing so for the first time. Upon further review and according to PPG’s records, it was
essentially covered up and never mentioned or provided as a credit back to PPG. PPG has no record of
Forest providing credit to PPG for the withdraw amount as it was not passed through to PPG as part of the
transaction waterfall.

12.31.2012

The accounting firm Stout, Causey & Horning, P.A. sends a letter on April 19th to ask

PPG to acknowledge that as of December 31st, 2012, People’s Power & Gas LLC owed Forest Capital
LLC a total of $139,727. Mike Kates CPA who was PPG’s Controller agrees and signs it.

05-21-12 Forest
audit.pdf

01.08.2013

Mike Kates CPA sends $72,478.97 from 5424 to Forest’s 1696. Just like the December

7th, 2012 wire, Mike was sending LIPA market non-auto pay customer payments PPG now received that
should have gone to the Lockbox, but Mike wired them to Forest’s M&T 1696 account instead.
Customers in LIPA market where just informed of the new mailing address to send their checks directly
to Citibank Lockbox PO Box mailing address in Long Island, NY. Forest seems to not acknowledge or
provide PPG credit for the wires as Mike repeatedly asked again on 2/15 and on 3/5. PPG still has no
record showing that Forest has passed through these wires back to PPG.

02-15-2013
email.PDF
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02.07.2013

PPG sends a wire for $216,300.00 from People’s Power LLC Citibank 9779 account to

pay down previous principle advanced from collateral to Forest Capital’s M&T 1696 account. We do not
see any credit for PPG regarding this wire sent to Forest Capital to pay off Collateral Advances.

02-07-2013 PPG
9779 w ire to FC 1696 account.pdf

03.03.2013

I started to question Mike Kates CPA and others at PPG about Forest not providing us the

Rebate portion of paid invoices. The Rebate portion is the difference of payments received, minus the
previous advance and Forest fees. Mike was reassuring me that we are getting the Rebate and that PPG’s
books are in line with Forests as they requested. I asked several times after this date for Mike to provide
me an accounting of prove that Forest is passing on the Rebate portion of paid invoices.
04.17.2013

PPG questioned Forest about not receiving the Yankee Gas payments. Marty sent an

email saying that Forest had already sent $10,929.13 and that was all they received so far into their
account from Yankee Gas. Forest did not Advance PPG on Yankee Gas customers. The below payment
is the first they say was received by Forest although Yankee Gas sent it to them directly in December
2012. The Factor Fox report says Forest received $8,909.98 from Yankee Gas but only sent $1,925.36 to
PPG and the difference was scalped/stolen by them. You can see several other Unfactored payment
examples that go unaccounted for in the PPG DOP Accounting Report under the Factor Fox tabs.

04.18.2013

PPG repeatedly questions Forest about not receiving the Rebate and Unfactored portions.

Forest responds by requesting for a field audit as a diversion tactic. This is when PPG first meets Angelo
Chambrone who is Forest energy consultant. Angelo was a very knowledgeable consultant and
previously owned a supplier. Angelo and I got along and I liked him very much. We were able to talk in
depth about the sector and the company’s operations.
4.24.2013

Marty at Forest is miscalculating PPG receivables received and we let him know. To

note, at this time, the CT Utility payments were not being reflected in ECI. Although Forest was still
receiving the payments, Forest did not provide PPG credit for those 810 EDI transactions that were not
yet uploaded, although Forest was the recipient of the funds. Some CT payments were 6 months behind
from being uploaded into ECI. CT is a POR state which means Forest received payment regardless if the
customer had yet paid their electricity bills or not and therefore there is no bad debt in a POR state.
CL&P paid on the 27th and UI paid on the 17th of each month for the previous months billed customers.
Also, if you look at the new PPG accounting report and a picture is below, every month Forest
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understated what they actually received. The filterable “Daily Run Rate” tab does accurately have the
CL&P and UI payments listed in the exact amounts and on the exact date when Forest received those
Utility payments.

04-24-2013
email.pdf

04.29.2013

Email from John Fox of Forest Capital admission saying he is holding back $800K and

$650K for a total of $1,350,000. This is a breach of the MFA and an example of why PPG started having
negative cash flow issues. Forest was withholdings payments they received and PPG was still passing
onto LIPA their portion regardless whether PPG receiving it. As we see each payment received into the
Lockbox, PPG would then process invoice as paid, and log into the LIPA portal to make an ACH
payment for that amount on the customer’s behalf. If PPG did not, then LIPA would have turned a PPG
customer’s electricity off. John Fox mentions in email the Advance rates on LIPA customers, he would
like it to be 65% on billed as we were negotiating. Forest was NOT yet advancing on LIPA customers
but simulating how things would have been so they can get comfortable being paid from a customer
instead of the Utility before they start Advancing for the LIPA market. Although it was a simulation,
they still kept the funds like it was a real advance and processed the Factor Fox reports in accordance.
Forest furthermore had NO rights to withhold PPG money or Unfactored pass through funds on anything
LIPA related but as you can see starting here and repeatedly thereafter, they did and admitted to it.
According to the new PPG Accounting Report, at this time, Forest was actually holding back
$2,604,163.04 and calling it Escrow in their Factor Fox reports of PPG’s money from Rebates, Advances
from invoices they scalped/stole that should have been passed through to PPG.

04-29-2013
email.pdf

05.06.2013

I send email to John Fox saying that we cannot budget and run a company without

knowing if an Advances PPG had requested is coming or not. This email was due to Forest not providing
Advances when they said. Debbie Baseman of Forest replies while removing the part I wrote about not
getting the Advances with her admission that Forest was withholding funds. I also requested that PPG
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figure out what is going on with the accounting. Mike Kates constantly reassures me here that our books
are in line with Forests and that he is doing everything properly. After several more inquiries, Mike then
says said it looks like Forest is holding funds back and not passing everything through to PPG. Forest
admitted to holding back funds but I was asking Mike to also solve the Rebate portion that was not being
sent to PPG. On 5/6, Mike and I randomly call Marty at Forest who called it a “Reserve Account” for
additional Forest collateral. Meaning Forest was holding back PPG funds without PPG’s knowledge of
and did in breach of the MFA. Instead of passing through what was PPG’s portion, Forest creating an
additional fictitious reserve collateral account when in fact Forest was supposed to remit those funds to
PPG within 5 days according to the MFA. Marty admits to having $898K of PPG’s money. Marty also
said that Forest does not have the money but can send $400K in a couple days and thereafter use the
remainder to pay for PPG’s wholesale power costs. We agreed, I consider the situation resolved and
moved onto other tasks. Roughly, a week later, I asked Mike Kates if we received the $400K and he said
we received $350K. I have always believed the amount Forest sent was $350K, until we review the
accounting and now see it was actually only $250K and Forest added it as a loan on Collateral. Forest
also manipulated the amounts within Factor Fox by applying the remainder they owed PPG to subsequent
Advances. This was the first sign that Forest was having financial troubles. The email attached is from
Debbie Baseman of Forest who says they are holding back $781K of Unfactored LIPA pass through.

05-06-2013
05-06-2013 DOP
email to Fox about FC notemail.pdf
providing advances.pdf
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05.17.2013

Forest deliberately shorted PPG $59,037.96 of Unfactored LIPA pass through. It is still

unaccounted for. There are many examples of this happening you can find in Factor Fox.

05.22.2013

Email follow up of payments that Forest received but had not been reflected as paid.

Forest understated the amounts they said was received in every 2013 month.

05-22-2013
email.pdf

05.24.2013

Email from Debbie Baseman of Forest saying how much of PPG’s money they have not

passed through to PPG. Title of the emails says Escrow/UF/Rebate Balances that shows they are holding
back Unfactored, not just Rebate and Taxes. According to the new PPG Accounting Report, Forest was
actually holding back $2,727,797.43 and calling it Escrow in their own Factor Fox reports of PPG’s
money from Unfactored, Rebates and Advances.

05-24-2013
email.pdf

05.28.2013

Email from Debbie Baseman of Forest saying the PPG “reserve” amounts that Forest has

not passed through and are holding. Compared to the Escrow in Factor Fox, the amount is considerably
different and Forest is holding a lot more than they are saying. According to the new PPG Accounting
Report, Forest was actually holding back $2,809,951.97 and calling it Escrow in their own Factor Fox
report. This is money from Unfactored, Rebates and the scalped portion of Advances from new
receivables that Forest had not provided to PPG.
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05-28-2013
email.pdf

05.29.2013

Email between Frank and Marty. Frank is asking about what may be available in

reserves. Marty responds saying Forest just made a payment and wants the LIPA receivables advance
ratio to now be at 70%. Marty is referring to the agreement negotiations in process to allow Forest to
Advance on PPG’s portion of LIPA receivables that is signed on July 1st. Looking at this it may seem
that Forest was already providing an Advance on PPG’s portion of LIPA invoices, but they were not, only
running simulations on PPG’s actual customers and Forest was supposed to be passing all funds through.

05-29-2013
email.pdf

05.30.2013

Important internal letter from Mike Kates CPA to Frank Debellis of PPG questioning

Forest accounting. This also proves that Mike Kates was making journal entries into QuickBooks based
upon what Forest said, as they were the first recipient of PPG’s funds. Second important attachment is an
email between Mike Kates and Debbie Baseman of Forest answering Mike’s questions. Marty essentially
is saying everything that we need to know is on Factor Fox.

05-30-2013
email.pdf

06.06.2013

05-30-2013 email
2.pdf

Email between Fox, Marty, Don of Forest and myself about Forest funding issues and the

continued uncertainty PPG has of receiving funds. Forest response shows same pattern of diverting from
the questions asked.

06-06-2013
email.pdf

06.10.2013

PPG purchases Choice Energy customers in Maine and John Fox sends email asking if

news article was about PPG who purchased the customers. Competitor’s customers in New Hampshire
and Maine were purchased. John wanted to offer financial help for PPG’s ability to grow through other
company acquisitions. Eventually John offers the Over Advance agreement as the solution.

06-10-2013
email.pdf

06.20.2013

Email I sent to John Fox and Forests consultant Angelo Chambrone. Forest was having

issues funding PPG and we agree to find a larger facility to handle PPG growth, which really was not
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growing to its fullest potential. I had always been very open with Fox about the need for another facility
or credit sleeve in the future for the long term.

06-20-2013
email.pdf

06.28.2013

06-20-2013 email
2.pdf

Email chain showing more concern about Forest not funding and second is regarding

terms for the future addendum to the MFA, which would allow Forest to provide PPG Advances on LIPA
market customers.

06-28-2013
email.pdf

07.01.2013

06-28-2013 email
2.pdf

The LIPA rider to the MFA, which allows Forest to now provide PPG an actual Advance

on customers in the LIPA market. Forest kept a separate Factor Fox account just for LIPA customers
from the beginning. Forest was now comfortable with the unique process of PPG providing a
consolidated invoice instead of the Utility. Forest would selectively choose which customers to provide
PPG an Advance on receivables based upon the customers previous payment history.

07-01-2013 MFA
Amendment.pdf

07.08.2013

Call transcripts between Frank and Marty while PPG was waiting for a wire by Forest to

be sent to PPG. Another example of funding issues PPG was having with Forest.

07-01-2013
Transcripts.pdf

07.25.2013

PPG again questioned whether Forest was going to fund the matching collateral at the

NYISO. One of the main reasons to have Forest start to advance PPG in the LIPA market was because
we had several customers waiting to be enrolled. Therefore, after the signed July 1st rider, PPG submitted
to transfer the new LIPA customers which inevitably would increase the ISO’s Collateral requirements.

07-25-2013
email.pdf

08.12.2013

Mike Kates CPA emails saying that he does not agree with Forest’s balance or

accounting and points out errors. Mike also states that he has repeatedly asked Forest to provide monthly
totals by category and Forest does not.
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08-12-2013
email.pdf

08.19.2013

Email saying PPG is not receiving anything from the New Hampshire Co-op and Bangor

Hydro customers although Forest has been all along the recipient of payments from those Utilities.
Portions of the money Forest has been receiving from those Utilities is unaccounted for. As shown on
05.22.2013 and the backup in the PPG DOP Accounting report, Forest understated $1,150,152.26 of
payments they received in August 2013.

08-19-2013
email.pdf

08.20.2013

I sent an email about Forest not Funding PPG expressing my disappointment in them for

not Advancing again as they said. I also state that if this continues, PPG will be looking to replace Forest.
John Fox apologizes and says their funding issues will end. Forest had not been Advancing or passing
through Unfactored or Rebates over the previous few weeks. John said it should be resolved in a day or
so and then Forest would start funding again. This indicates Forest was having more financial issues.

08-20-2013
email.pdf

08.27.2013

PPG and LIPA sent a letter to customers regarding PPG’s withdraw from the LIPA

market. As shown on 8/20, the issue PPG was having with Forest not passing through funds was part of
the reason to not continue operating within the LIPA market.

08-27-2013 PPG
letter to customers.pdf

09.06.2013

Call transcript between Frank Debellis of PPG, John Fox and Marty Hefland of Forest.

John was very upset with PPG’s decision to withdraw from the LIPA market and didn’t seem to realize
that we did it in part due to the issues we were having with Forest and LIPA.

09-06-2013
transcripts.pdf

09.13.2013

Mike Kates CPA of PPG worked with other PPG employees to prepare financial

statements to other potential lenders in anticipation of replacing Forest Capital.

09-13-2013 Kates
internal email show ing PPG w as preparing finaincials for other lenders to replace FC.PDF
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09.16.2013

PPG reached out to Citrin Cooperman months prior and signed an agreement September

16th 2013. The hiring of an outside accounting firm was because I was tired of hearing the same things
and wanted someone to figure out what was going on with Forest and PPG accounting.

09-16-2013 Citrin
Cooperman letter.pdf

09.20.2013

Forest sent LIPA a notification letter without PPG knowing. Forest instructed LIPA to

send payments for PPG to a completely different PO Box in Maryland instead of the known Citibank
Lockbox in Long Island. Forest seemingly does this to prevent PPG from knowing about payments they
may receive thereafter, as PPG can see what is deposited and withdrawn by Forest through the Lockbox.
Attorney Jeff Wurst at RMF was also on the letter and was aware that Forest was trying to divert funds
away from and unbeknownst to PPG.

09-20-2013 Forest
letter.pdf

10.15.2013

LIPA’s attorney’s response from Forest September 20th letter. John Fox then emailed

me. He was seemingly posturing by saying that Forest had forwarded everything due to LIPA to PPG,
when they had not. LIPA states that Forest has no security interest in receiving the LIPA portion and that
Forest has converted funds that are due to LIPA.

10-15-2013 LIPA
letter.pdf

10.24.2013

10-28-2013
email.pdf

John Fox sent a letter to Frank Debellis. Forest wanted a one-year contract extension as

the contract between Forest and PPG runs out in May 2014. This was part of Frank and Johns
negotiations. It is my knowledge and belief that Forests intentions here are to extend time to continue to
defraud PPG and to charge a larger termination fee when they later blame PPG for the default and breach
of the MFA.

10-24-2013 Fox
letter.pdf

11.08.2013

Marty of Forest sent an email which inaccurately showed the Yankee Gas payment

amounts they received. You can see the known payments in the “Account Statements” tab in the new
accounting report. Forest Capital had actually received 15 payments by this email date but report
receiving only 4.
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11-8-2013 Marty
email falsly show ing the YG payments FC recieved.pdf

11.15.2013

Forest sent PPG a letter and asked to have it for it put on our letterhead and signed. I did

not as it was not Forest place act on behalf of PPG when dealing with LIPA. Forest wanting PPG to sign
a letter of authorization to discuss with LIPA is an admission of them knowing they should not and could
not talk to PPG counterparties without our consent and knowledge although they previously intervened by
sending a letter to LIPA on 9/20. The response letter Forest received from LIPA demanded that Forest
provide them an accounting of all converted amounts within 10 days of that letter. Otherwise, LIPA said
they would commence all available legal remedies against Forest. This letter Forest wanted PPG to sign
would have allowed them to respond to LIPA directly and reply on behalf of PPG as acknowledgement to
whatever accounting Forest might provide.

11-15-2013 Fox
letterhead.pdf

11.20.2013

An addendum to MFA is provided to allow Forest to increase matching Collateral

Advances to 75% and provided a one-year contract extension. The subjective Advance language was
removed so that PPG would have funding certainty, which required Forest to provide Advances. The
75% Collateral increase and the contract extension with an exorbitant termination fee was planned to
increase fees and what PPG is said to owe when they default PPG.

11-22-2013 MFA
second amendment.pdf

11.27.2013

John Fox suggested that Forest should create an agreement to allow for Advances above

90% of the MFA to help fund PPG’s growth for customer acquisitions. There was no commitment for
either party and we would call it an “Over Advance.” John was aware of my discussions to purchase
another electricity supplier in Massachusetts at that time.

11-27-2013
email.pdf

12.02.2013

An addendum to the MFA to allow Over Advances at both companies discretion as said

on 11/27 is signed. This is part of Forest plan and scheme as thereafter they called Advances an “Over
Advance.” Forest then falsely claimed in their 1/17/2014 court filing that because PPG was Over
Advance, they were in breach of the MFA and they conspicuously omitted this addendum.
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12-02-2013
Addendum MFA.pdf

12-02-2013
email.pdf

12.02.2013
Service Agreement between PPG and UMAC. I mentioned to John Fox that PPG was
looking for a collection agency and John suggested UMAC as they were a company he had known to
collect receivables. UMAC official agreement was executed on 12/13.
12-02-2013 UMAC
agreement.pdf

12.04.2013

Frank sent an email to Marty of Forest asking if they have ever remitted (sent payment

to) BlackRock in the past. Marty replies and says NO. I found this printed email and the scan is not very
clear. Attached is the full scan. Forest makes a claim for BlackRock’s Collateral although they have not
sent any funds to BlackRock previously.

12-04-2013
Email.PDF

12.09.2013

Due to the issues PPG was having with Forest, I ask to John to meet with me to discuss.

John Fox and I met at his place in NYC and then we went to dinner. Despite my best efforts to resolve
our differences, John was adamant that PPG should willingly withdraw from the NY market or default at
the NYISO. I didn’t realize it at the time but John’s motive was to cover undisclosed funds from NY
customer Rebates, Unfactored and the taxes they received from the Utilities and have not remitted.
12.11.2013

Forest received a Redemption from the NEISO withdrawing $225,000 of Collateral and

received it to their M&T account #1696. I was unaware of this and have not found the Redemption
request to see if my stamped signature was used. This was in a time when Collateral was needed for the
new customers transferring on their following meter read dates, which would require an increase in
collateral with the NEISO. This was done preemptively by Forest to get funds they were not entitled to
and so that PPG would not having sufficient NEISO Collateral when needed.
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12-11 -2013
BlackRock.pdf

12.13.2013

Eileen sent an email to John and Marty about her wire mistake. She was trying to send a

wire from PPG to the NEISO. Unbeknownst to anyone else at PPG, Eileen asked Forest for an Advance
for PPG to cover up her mistake. Eileen explained, she paid $70K of PPG money to the wrong account
and asked him to not tell “Dave.” John agreed and collaborated to cover the mistake that also caused a
PPG default in NEISO that was later cured.

12-13-2013
email.pdf

12.17.2013

NEISO sent PPG a notice of the default and increases PPG’s collateral requirements by

$150,000. NEISO has a Customers Asset Management System that shows PPG the cash collateral posted
against the aggregate total of PPG customer’s average hourly load multiplied by our wholesale cost which
refreshes twice a day. A default notice was initiated when the overall costs for the aggregate of all PPG’s
customers would go above 90% of the posted cash Collateral. This was a repeated issue, as Forest would
only advance at the very last minute and as you can see on the 11th, Forest did a Collateral withdraw and
then on the 13th Forest covers up the default mistake with Eileen. When power is paid the percentage
against the collateral adjusts accordingly but then as time goes by, more customers transfer each day and
the Collateral requirement continues to go up.

12-17-2013 ISONE
letter.pdf

12.20.2013

John visited PPG at my request to discuss the inaccurate process of how Forest was

calculating advances for PPG for billed and unbilled. I prepared a power point presentation to show
Forest the difference of what they were doing and how it was impeding PPG. With John in the office and
Angelo Chambrone on conference call, I explained in detail with the PowerPoint presentation to clearly
explain the differences and how Forest has inaccurate calculated billed and unbilled compared to the rest
of the industry, which has put PPG at a negative cash flow in addition to not receiving funds PPG was
owed. John and Angelo say they do not know anything about this, as it was Marty Helfand or Debbie
Baseman who prepare and dictate the Advance availability. Although expected to participate,
suspiciously at last minute, John said Marty or Debbie were not available for the call.
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At the end of the meeting, John provided a document for me to sign as PPG’s admission of the
recent ISO defaults of the MFA. I initially refused but John said Forest will not pay the NEISO invoice
of $283,110.64 due that day if I did not sign and stated that it is just a formality needed for their lenders
since NEISO sent a default warning notice on 12/17 and nothing was to come of it. The letter dated Dec
19th was signed at this meeting on the 20th at the PPG office. John further said it was just a hold harmless
letter and that Forest’s lenders would not allow them to fund unless PPG signs and acknowledged this
letter. I reluctantly signed without council review and under duress knowing I did not have the funds
otherwise to cover PPG’s payments. John Fox also diminished the legality of the letter saying it was a
formality and only needed for their lenders records. John even pointed out a line saying no action taken
therefore we would not be using letter for anything, it’s just for them and nothing for PPG to worry about
or could be held accountable for.

12-16-2013
email.pdf

12.20.2013

12-16-2013.pdf

12-20-2013
transcripts.pdf

12-19-2013
letter.pdf

12-20-2013
email.pdf

Forest provided this letter to be placed on PPG letterhead and then signed. This was sent

by Marty Hefland from Forest to Eileen Routhier of PPG at the same time while I was in a meeting at
PPG with John Fox, Frank Debellis and Angelo Chambrone (by phone) and when Marty and Debbie of
Forest could not join via conference call as they were unavailable. Debbie and Marty were the ones who
mostly dealt with PPG regarding the Advance calculations, which was the initial premise of the meeting
when I asked for it.

12-20-2013 email
Fox letterhead.pdf

12.23.2013

Marty sends this inaccurate allocation of a Collateral holdings certificate for PPG to sign.

Eileen Routhier did sign it using my stamp signature so that Forest would fund what was owed that day.
She said Forest told her that they would not fund unless it was signed, and PPG needed the payments to
be made. I was told by PPG employees and as the payment records show, Forest sent payment to NYISO
and PJM but did not pay the NEISO amount owed which was the priority. Forest knew it was due
otherwise PPG would be in default again. The evidence shows that Forest was planning this and
deliberately defaulted PPG on December 23rd. The NEISO then sent out a default notice to all market
participants and this initiated a cure period to save PPG from default by 10am the following morning on
Christmas Eve.

12-23-2013
email.pdf

12-23-2013
12-23-2013 NEISO
Collateral Holding Certificate.pdf
suspension.pdf
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12-23-2013 forest
report.pdf

PPG advance process
comparison to FC 12232013.pptx

12.23.2013

As you can see here in the Factor Fox account report that is provided in the new PPG

Accounting report, Forest paid themselves $1,687,703.73 out of PPG’s billed invoices and called it
“Other Adjustment”. Forest created their own internal transactions as an Over Advance requests to
falsely compound debt PPG supposedly owed. Forest took an over advance that would go to pay off a
previous so called over advance from a few days prior to then request another over advance to pay that
prior one off, so on and so on. Advances were fictitiously created by Forest and they created a
transactional Ponzi Scheme for further financial duress of PPG and myself. Forest was exacerbating what
was said to be owed and extracting as much money from PPG for themselves. Marty sent an email with
the Factor Fox attachments on January 6th after PPG’s repeated inquires asking to explain how so much
could owed after December.

01-06-2014
email.pdf

12.24.2013

12-23-2013 factor
fox.pdf

This morning Forest knew it was imperative to make payment on time, by 10 am. But

Forest had other things they wanted done first. Forest demanded that the letters Marty sent to Eileen on
12/20 to be put on PPG’s letterhead, signed and sent to all three ISO’s. Forest wanted this in anticipation
of the payment default to be able to claim they have a security interest between Blackrock’s and TD
Wealth’s Collateral accounts at the NEISO, PJM and NYISO. In duress on that Christmas Eve morning,
another last minute demand by Forest forced the signing of another document.
Emails and phone calls show how it was stressed to Forest that the payment needed to be there by
10am or it would put PPG out of business and we would lose all 34,000 customers in New England.
Forest received the letters, they then confirmed that PPG sent them to the ISO’s and deliberately did not
fund on time. Forest even separated the wires into two tranches knowing the full amount was needed to
cure the default, not a partial. The first wire was not even sent until 48 minutes after the deadline. Also,
the funds went into the collateral account, the same account referenced in the Christmas Eve letters that
was just signed which are also the same accounts Eileen had signed the day prior regarding the inaccurate
split of Collateral amounts for each ISO. Therefore, Forest could send the wire to the same Collateral
account so it wouldn’t look like they were to blame and after PPG would be removed from the ISO,
Forest could get the funds back from a Collateral accounts redemption by asserting their lien position with
the letter. New Load Asset Registration Forms were now needed by each zone per Utility to attached to
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our ISO zonal load asset ID numbers which identifies PPG customers. We received new ID number form
United Illuminating on that same day.
NEISO sent email (8:28 a.m.) NEISO – Notice of default reminder of obligations to be cured by 10am.
• PPG has to cure the 12/23/13 Credit Test Default.
• Although calls were made to John and Marty, no one answered except via email.
• DOP calls BlackRock when they opened at 9am to purchase trade for $248K to let them know
beforehand that they will soon be in receipt of collateral/financial assurance funds and so
BlackRock knows who the incoming funds are coming to reflect immediately.
• 9:28am Debellis to Fox – as discussed yesterday, $248K payment is to reduce the FA
requirement. “It is imperative that this shortfall in FA be cured.”
• 9:37am Fox to Debellis – asks if “letters” are completed; needs originals in mail this a.m.
• 9:45am Debellis to Fox – Yes.
• 9:48am Fox to Debellis – “please let me have the letters before we go further.”
• 9:51am Debellis to Fox – “you have my word they will be sent and copied to you.”
• 10:01am BlackRock and NEISO have not yet received funds.
• 10:06am Forest receives all 3 letters they provided on PPG letterhead and signed.
• 10:56am Helfand to Debellis - $248K has been sent to your BlackRock collateral account.
• 12:02am NEISO to PPG – “registered load assets for PPG are being returned, effective 12/27.
When PP&G cures their FA obligations, you’ll need to re-register the load assets.” All 34,000 of
PPG’s customers in New England are going back to the regulated Utilities because of Forest.
• John emails and says “Sorry about that. It was not a deliberate action on our part.
12-24-2013
email.pdf

12.26.2013

12-24-2013 email
2.pdf

12-24-2013 email
3.pdf

The cure notice by the NEISO was sent out to all market participants. The original

default from 12/23 and then missing the default cure by 12/24 at 10am which caused PPG to lose all Load
Asset ID’s for each New England zone within each Utility served including the NEISO sending all 34,000
of PPG’s customers back to the regulated Utilities.

12-26-2013 NEISO
cure.pdf

12.27.2013

Attached is a change of account wire form provided by Forest Capital with Eileen

Routhier’s signature to change the company’s bank account and name. This is another indication that
Eileen was helping Forest as you can see in a previous email when she asks John not to tell me about a
wire mistake, and John agrees. Forest Capital then sends a wire for $22K to People’s Power LLC
Citibank 9779 account. I remember asking Eileen how Forest would even know the account number to
send a wire to that account. Eileen lied to me saying she was unaware. People’s Power LLC was a
separate company with a different EIN#, intent and bank account who also retaining the liabilities, like
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employees, leases and equipment. When PPG buys another company, not just the customers, they would
have gone under the management umbrella of Peoples Power LLC. People’s Power & Gas LLC was the
company Forest had the MFA with and held the assets such as customers, invoices, state licensees and
ISO approvals. This was structured in accordance with British Petroleum (BP) attorney’s suggestions
when PPG was being created with PPG’s attorney Sharon Churchill. It is also a requirement to separate
for most financing facilities.

12-27-2013 wire
instructions.pdf

12.30.2013

John Fox emails me with a letter for authorizing so Forest to communicate directly with

“any utility, commission, suppliers and service providers (“counterparties”)” on behalf of PPG. Forest’s
repeated request is their admission that they do not have the authority. I disagree and do not sign.

12-30-2013
letter.pdf

12.31.2013

Email from PPG to Connecticut Light & Power to confirm that we can start re-enrolling

after January 3rd with the new Load Asset ID provided from PPG on 12/24. CL&P responds to agree but
in accordance with the rules and all customers need to essentially re-sign up.

12-31-2013
email.pdf

12.31.2013

Attached is the ECI report that shows that new Billed invoices of PPG customers are a

total of $3,326,566.22 and Forest would further receive an additional $159,538.10 in taxes and other
charges for a total of $3,486,104.33 for the month of December 2013. Also, according to 3rd party
verified payments, Forest received payments totaling $2,178,688.91 from the Utilities who sent directly to
Forest Capitals bank account. The payments are a running total from ECI and in the new PPG Account
report to see in full and to filter on the filterable “Daily Run Rate” tab.

12-31-2013 ECI
Info.pdf

12.31.2013

On March 4th, 2014 we received this letter as we had the prior year from the accounting

firm Stout Causey & Horning, P.A. (SCH) who are Forest Capital LLC’s auditors and sent the audit letter
for PPG to sign in agreement. The SCH letter is based upon Forest’s records of what they say PPG owes.
Under Description and Collateral, it says “Money on Deposit & Reserves.” As the new Accounting
Report reflects below and by using SCH’s audit amount PPG owed as of 12/31/2013 against verifiable 3rd
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party payments that Forest has received between January 1st, 2014 and April 15th 2014, Forest owes PPG
$2,481,452.28.

12-31-2013 forest
audit.PDF

01.03.2014
Email and Transcripts are attached to show the below bullet points. I was in New York
City this day meeting with lenders about getting PPG replacement financing, a credit line and to borrow
money short term, a bridge loan. I needed to make sure we could carry the float until new financing can
be put in place or in case Forest didn’t provide PPG funds going forward. Below is what also transpired
that day and the demands Forest made with the corroborating emails as evidence attached.
• Forest agrees to pay for all NYISO power payments.
• Forest demands that all New York, specifically Con Edison profits will be retained by them to
pay off any “Over Advance” while outstanding. We realized Forest was not advancing and not
passing through the Rebate portion to PPG and this was his out to protect themselves. ConEd
was grossing about $400K per month in revenue at this time and I thought we could save
everyone’s jobs on those revenues alone especially if we focused on that market for growth
immediately. Forest wanted to write up an addendum to the MFA and wanted PPG to agree to
have those terms within. Frank agreed that they could include it within this addendum they were
creating but needed to review terms first.
• John and Frank’s communication transcripts are attached about Forest wanting to keep 100% of
all the NY customer Rebate portion from payments and profits.
• Forest then wanted PPG to release all available funds in the NEISO BlackRock collateral account
to Forest. I disagreed as PPG was getting back on line with the New England Utilities and was
anticipating the collateral need for the reenrollment of the lost customers due to the 12/24 cure
default. I later agree to a concession of $525K with Forest getting 75% and PPG receives 25%.
• Two hours after those above demands, John Fox at Forest says he will also want signed Letters of
Authority by PPG so that Forest may talk to any of PPG’s counterparties and that he also wants
us to provide him a cash flow and financial statements.
• As you can see in multiple emails, Frank Debellis of PPG was pushed into agreeing and really
had no choice but to say, “PPG agrees” pertaining an Over Advance, but would not agree with an
amount. As Forest shows, they would not provide PPG even its own pass through funds or an
Advance otherwise. He did that in the effort to keep PPG alive. Frank is forced to email saying
only “PPG agrees.” in reference that there is an Over Advance, but he would not agree to any
amount as he also says in email repeatedly. This email acknowledgement by Frank is what Forest
uses to manipulate the courts by saying that PPG had agreed to the Over Advance amount, which
is not true. Frank only agreed by saying there was an Over Advance, but never agreed to their
numbers. He did so under duress in the further effort and hope to save PPG.
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•

•

Even after PPG does agrees and as you see in the emails attached to this date and following,
Forest reneges and refuses to make the payment or pass through PPG’s portion of funds from
Unfactored or Rebates so they can make the payment ourselves. Forest wanted to be sure that
PPG defaulted in the NYISO by dragging PPG along until they change their minds that morning.
Fox sends email as a follow up from the Frank Debellis emails and discussions. John says, “we
have the best interest of your Company at the forefront of our thinking” and makes reference to
payments he said Forest made on PPG’s behalf, which we have no record of.

01-03-2014 to
01-03-2014
01-09-2014 email.pdf transcripts.pdf

01-03-2014
email.pdf

01-03-2014 email
2.pdf

01-03-2014 email
3.pdf

PPG advance process
comparision to FC 01022013.pptx

01.06.2014
Email chain from Fox to Pearsall saying “I have received no response from you and no
signed letters; critical in order for us to continue funding.” This is another example of duress and
extortion as it shows Forest withholding funds.
01-06-2014 to
01-09-2014 email.pdf

01-06-2014
email.pdf

01.06.2014
Email from Marty Hefland CFO of Forest Capital trying to explain how he did the
Advances between 12/5/2013 to 1/3/2014 to pay off a previous Over Advance. Forest Capital themselves
created these internal requests and listed them as an Over Advances to pay off the previous fictitious Over
Advance request. As said above, Forest provided just enough of an advance to satisfy the ISO’s and PPG
until the planned and deliberate default of PPG with the NEISO on December 23th 2013 and then missed
the cure period on December 24th, 2013 so that PPG would be terminated from being a market participant.
As you see on Forests own Factor Fox report on December 23rd 2013, Forest paid themselves
$1,687,703.73 on this day alone. To reiterate from 12/30; according to ECI report, PPG had new
available receivables to advance against, totaling $3,326,566.22 in new Billed invoices and Forest would
further receive an additional $159,538.10 in taxes and other charges for a total of $3,486,104.33 for the
month of December 2013. Also, according to the new accounting report, when you filter to show the 3rd
party verified payments, a total of $2,178,688.91 was sent directly to Forest’s bank account in December
2013.
01-06-2014 email
Martin.pdf

01-06-2014 email
2.pdf

12-23-2013 Factor
Fox report.pdf

01.07.2014
Forest wanted PPG to withdraw all the NEISO collateral to make the next NYISO
payment. John and I agreed over the phone to a concession to withdraw $525K and spilt the Redemption
75/25 and Forest would use PPG’s 25% to pay the next PJM and the NYISO payments. Call transcripts
are also provided and show the pressure John and Marty were putting Frank under in trying to get him to
commit to the Over Advance amounts total. The reply email from John to Frank shows a great sense of
urgency to get Frank to agree with the amount and believed it was due to the pending legal action Forest
was conjuring up as they used the Over Advance as an excuse of PPG being in breach of the MFA
without mentioning the 12/2 Agreement.
The day’s events and the communication between everyone at Forest and PPG:
• Debellis to Routhier 12:48pm - Forest refuses to pay the NYISO as they are “upset with David’s
decision and will not fund anything.” This is when John and I got on the phone and I was forced
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•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

to do a concession due to Forests extortion saying they won’t make payments unless I agreed to a
NEISO withdraw. PPG needed to make sure NYISO and PJM are paid.
Routhier to NEISO 2:44pm – Request to NEISO Redemption for $525K from BlackRock
account. Forest bank account was on file at BlackRock and they sent payment directly to Forest.
Debellis to Helfand 3:38pm PPG says they acknowledged the Over Advanced by Forest, but has
not had time to fully review the attached “supports.”
Debellis to Helfand/Fox 4:54pm - Says Routhier just advised that the balance of the $115,000
($125k-10k) from the $525K NEISO agreed Redemption with the 75/25 split, Forest will not be
providing PPG their 25% because PPG has not confirmed the amount of Over Advance. This is
clear duress and extortion! PPG again cannot acknowledge that it agrees with the amount
calculated by Forest, but already has acknowledged that PPG is aware of the Over Advance.
Forest is asked to please advise if they will fund (send PPG’s own money) the $115K as
originally agreed upon, from doing the $525K NEISO withdrawal.
Routhier to Helfand 4:55pm - References the 3:38 p.m. from Debellis, acknowledging that PPG
has received Over Advances, and stating PPG needs more time to confirm numbers. PPG has
been busy getting loads back into the NEISO/Utilities and have now cut staff in half. Forest who
earlier would only send funds for PPG if we did a withdrawal from NEISO, which was completed
as soon as we got off the phone with John. This redemption was only done with the express
representation made by John and because of his demand that they would not fund otherwise.
Fox to Debellis 5:16pm - Says the Over Advance info was given on Monday afternoon; you
should have confirmed or denied the info by now. Forest sent funds to NYISO, and NEISO
ahead of getting your confirmation. “We have agreed to Over Advance again pending delivery of
the excess funds from NEISO. Please get your part of it done and we will fund as soon as you
and Marty have agreed on the Over Advance amount.”
Fox to Routhier 5:18pm – John Fox says, “You have my word that tomorrow morning, as soon as
you are ready and agreed on the numbers we will wire funds to you or directly to your vendors. I
am sorry that I did not know that you had committed or were going to commit to a deadline to
pay today. I am responsible for the present situation.”
Email showing that PPG is now ready to re-enroll customers in Maine and we created a mailer
attached to go out to those customers to get them to reenroll with PPG.
Email shows that PPG is almost ready to enroll customers in New Hampshire.

01-07-2014
transcript 1.pdf

01-07-2014
transcript 2.pdf

01-07-2014
transcript 3.pdf

01-07-2014
transcript 4.pdf

01-07-2014
email.pdf

01-07-2014 email
2.pdf

01-07-2014 email
3.PDF

01-07-2014 email
4.pdf

01-07-2014 email
5.pdf

01-07-2014
letter.pdf

01.09.2014
Forest email reply confirms receipt of $525K Redemption/Withdraw from BlackRock for
NEISO. Now, Marty at Forest emails to renege on their previous statements affirming that the PPG
portion would be passed through, but instead Marty states it will be applied to the fictitious Over
Advance. Marty states “We have received the $525,000. Thank you. 75% or $393,750 reduced the
Forest Capital NEISO matching funds. 25% or $131,250 will go to reduce the over-advance and for the
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fees for the over-advance.” Forest in this case and many others disregard previous agreed upon
negotiations and instead apply the money where they see fit.
01-09-2014
email.pdf

01.10.2014
NYISO provides a notice to PPG of default from missing payment on Friday January
10th, 2014. NYISO provides a one day cure period which expires on 1/13/2014 at 12:30 pm due to the
weekend. The unpaid balance that was needing to be paid is $88,000. Transcripts are between Frank of
PPG and Angelo (Forest consultant) expresses confusion and doesn’t understand the rationale behind
Forest decisions to not fund New York. To provide clarity, NY is a POR state, meaning the Utilities, Con
Edison, NYSEG and Central Hudson provide the consolidated billing to PPG customers and are
responsible for the billing and collections. Payment is sent from the NY Utilities after the customers
billing cycle date regardless if the customer has paid the Utility yet. Therefore, Forest has no reason not
to fund as there would be NO bad debt in a POR state. Payments have always been sent to Forest directly
from these Utilities regardless if Forest had provided PPG an Advance or not.
01-10-2014
transcript.pdf

01.11.2014
Fox requested an emergency meeting at his attorney’s office, Jeff Wurst in Long Island
on Monday. PPG’s attorney Sharon Churchill was not available on Monday. I asked John in the email to
meet on Tuesday despite the fact that he was aware the NYISO deadline was due by 12:30 pm. I believe
Johns timing was due to the NYISO default cure payment due that same meeting day and Forest/Wurst
wanted me to sign this previously mentioned Addendum they were working on. I email back saying, “I
strongly disagree with your opinion that PPG should default in the NYISO and am disappointed that
Forest seemingly planned for that to happen.” I also continued in the email saying that Forest already
demanded to have me sign several documents over the past weeks to make payments.
01-11-2014
email.pdf

01.12.2014
The day before the proposed meeting with me to have a “workout” strategy to “right the
ship.” John Fox added in the MD complaint filed on 1/17 that I did not show up for a meeting and would
not respond, which is shown here to be false. Emails between Fox and myself clearly show that a
meeting was not going to take place due to PPG’s attorney being unavailable and Forest would not move
it to Tuesday. Also notice in that Sunday 1/12 email, it looks like John meant to forward it to someone
else and replied by accident with one word “coersion” and was seemingly looking for and planning the
events to set PPG and myself up for legal action. Other attachment is email from Frank asking Forest to
explain some of the accounting as he was trying to figure out the Over Advance amount that Forest was
pressuring him to agree with.
01-12-2014
email.pdf

01-11-2014 email
2.pdf

01-13-2014
email.pdf

01.13.2014
This day’s events show call transcripts, emails and the PPG default in the NYISO as
Forest again refused to make the NYISO payment or pass through any PPG funds from Unfactored or
Rebates. PPG then scrambled and tried to use NEISO funds to make the NYISO cure payment due at
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12:30 pm. Although the full due amount was paid to the NYISO and they knew it was coming from an
NEISO redemption, the transfer could not happen fast enough and PPG was terminated from the NYISO.
• 9.30am - Frank and Eileen have a call with John and Marty who refuse to fund the NYISO
although they previously said they would make the payment and made demands by PPG
including doing the $525K redemption. Forest again reneges, will not even send PPG their own
funds and wants PPG to default. Call transcripts show that Eileen and Frank end call saying they
are calling the ISO’s since Forest will not send the cure payment. I sent $70K and used
everything we had to make this payment and we were still $13,427.67 short.
• 11:27am – Marty calls Frank to discuss Forest now saying they are owed a ridiculous and
fictitious amount of $7,480,912.21 and Marty admits to holding $180,613.45 of PPG’s money.
The amounts just jump around and are now ridiculously inflated as Forest knows PPG does not
know as our accounting all along was in line with theirs as they had Mike Kates make the
adjustments in QuickBooks to always be in line with Forests. Call transcripts are attached.
• 11: 41 a.m. – Requests extension of time for the 12:30 payment due; PPG is waiting for a wire
from NEISO from excess collateral to pay the NYISO.
• 12:21pm – Eileen calls and emails John Fox and says PPG is short and needs funds sent to us.
“NYISO payment of $13,427.67 is all that stands to fund by 12:30pm or we will default … and
load will be returned back to Utility. Can Forest fund this? I needed to ask one last time as there
is only 10 minutes remaining and I need to go down every avenue before I give up. Hope you
understand me asking.” John replied, “Calling you now.” I do not recall what Eileen said about
that conversation except that John will not fund. As you can read from previous discussions,
John had wanted PPG to default in the NYISO. The motive is clear as Forest wanted to make
sure PPG does not continue to operate so they can never figure out the theft of PPG’s funds.
• After that phone call where Eileen again asked that Forest make the NYISO payment within the
cure period to avoid PPG’s termination, and Forest again refused, PPG then sent a redemption
request to Blackrock for NEISO collateral to make up for the NYISO shortfall of funds to cure
the default in a last-minute effort to save PPG from missing a payment in another ISO, but it was
too late. PPG sends all the required funds that day anyways although we got a termination notice
and lost $400K of revenue per month from PPG customers would go back to the Utilities in
ConEd, NYSEG and Central Hudson markets.
• 2:39pm - NYISO sends email with Termination notice. PPG is no longer a market participant.
• 4:56pm – Marty sends email to Frank as a reply with highlighting area as response. They seem to
be answers to made up by Marty as they are clearly scamming us. We started to realize this just
from Marty’s response admitting they had $503K of charge backs in a POR market and as said
before, Forest gets paid in States that have a POR market with payments made directly by the
Utilities on specified dates after a customer is billed. Forest is paid whether the customer had
paid their electricity bill or not, therefore there is no bad debt to claw back in a POR state. Also,
Marty is now talking about $2.8 million in charge backs over the last two months. Forest had not
even Advanced PPG that much over the last two months.
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01-13-2014
transcript.pdf

01-13-2014
transcript 2.pdf

01-13-2014 email
4.pdf

01-13-2014 NYISO
Termination.pdf

01-13-2014 email
1.pdf

01-13-2014 email
2.pdf

01-13-2014 email
3.pdf

01.15.2014
Jeff Wurst of RMF sends a demand notice letter to BlackRock, PPG and to me
personally. It makes a false claims by saying PPG is in default of the MFA based on “over advance
position” of $1,729,665 and for diversion of funds from BlackRock.
01-15-2014
letter.PDF

01-15-2014 letter
2.PDF

01-15-2014
email.pdf

01.15.2014
Jeff Wurst at RMF also sends an unwarranted letter to PSNH whose reply is also
attached. The reason I have this copy is due to the lawsuit RMF then filed against PSNH on March 13th,
2014. There was no reason why Forest would need to have sent this letter to PSNH. Forest has always
received any and all payments from PSNH on PPG’s behalf. Forest has also never provided any Advance
to PPG for Yankee Gas but has always been the recipient of Yankee Gas funds first. As I also have
already shown, Forest does not send all the payments they receive from Yankee Gas and what they do
send is almost 2 months late and another example of Forest breaching their own MFA.
01-15-2014 PSNH
letter.pdf

01.17.2014
John responds to my email about payoff amount. John says its $7.1 million plus fees and
costs. Goes to show that Forests intentions all along were to defraud PPG and extract as much money as
they can while covering it up. As a reminder, the auditors at SCH say PPG owed $3.5 million with those
numbers in accordance to Forests. If SCH was correct, John of Forest more than doubled the amount they
say is owed at 12/31/2013 by adding another $3.6 Million. Email is also attached from Frank to Marty
saying that he is unable to log into Forests accounting software system, Factor Fox. Forest apparently
locked PPG out of the system.
01-17-2014 email
1.pdf

01-17-2014 email
2.pdf

01.17.2014
Federal lawsuit filed in Maryland against BlackRock, PPG and David Pearsall. Forest
and their Attorneys made false accusations and statements on this January 17th filing. The filing shows
RMF and Forests anticipatory documents that they planned to have PPG sign while under duress or as a
demand before sending funds. The false filings says PPG has refused to honor its obligation in
accordance the MFA but the filing is in reference to the demand notice letter RMF sent to the parties on
the 15th, just two days prior. The MFA does allow either party to provide a resolution to disputes in
Section 3.4 of the MFA, but that was disregarded. With this filing in Maryland Federal Court, just two
days after the illegitimate demand notice was sent on the 15th. They requested a Temporary Restraining
Order (“TRO”) and a Preliminary Injunction against me personally which was to include PPG employees,
attorneys, subsidiaries, agents, etc. They also assert that this will not disrupt the businesses operations.
PPG was still serving customers in Delaware through the PJM ISO.
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01-17-2014 forest vs 01-17-2014 forest vs
blackrock 1.pdf
blackrock 2.pdf

01.20.2014
PPG’s attorney Sharon Churchill requests a recap of events leading up to the NYISO
default and suspension. This is Eileen Routhier’s email response.
01-20-2014
email.pdf

01.24.2014

Judge Motts signs the Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction form.

01-24-2014 tro.pdf

01.27.2014
Letter from the NEISO to PPG citing a Material Adverse Change in PPG’s financial
condition due to the notice that RMF sent them regarding the TRO and lawsuit Forest has filed.
• NEISO provides default notice due to a Material Adverse Change in PPG financial status because
of the Maryland federal lawsuit Forest filed against PPG and BlackRock.
• Due to the notification letter that RMF sent to BlackRock to force a hold on all PPG deposits by
including the cash deposit that is made to meet any FA requirements with ISO.
01-27-14 NEISO
letter.pdf

01.29.2014
Important call transcript amongst Frank and Eileen of PPG and Mark and Jenn of the
NEISO. They called together and catch John Fox of Forest on the phone. This was a courtesy call in
which NEISO offered PPG a solution to avoid a second complete suspension. The suspension was now
due to the Restraining Order Forest sent to the NEISO. On page 3, Mark from the ISO said that if he had
something in writing within the next 4 minutes it would stop the new default from happening. John
agreed over the phone subordinate their lien claimed but would not provide in writing in time saying he
had to take another call. PPG again is in default and suspended and lose the new Load Asset ID’s that it
just acquired to be operational again within New England.
01-29-2014
transcript.pdf
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01.29.2014
Email between John and myself discussing a resolution before court the next day on the
30th. Attached shows Forest unreasonable demands of PPG and myself to sign in order to lift the NEISO
material breach. We did not come close to an agreement and I said that I will just see you tomorrow in
Maryland. John Fox admits to not providing Factor Fox access for PPG in his response.
01-29-2014 Fox and
DOP email chain (2).pdf

01.30.2014
The day started off with all parties meeting at my attorney’s office in a conference room
to try to iron out the differences. Eventually a Stipulation was agreed upon and the transcript are attached
of the proceedings before Judge Motts. Attached is also an email from Frank to the PPG attorneys in
Maryland about our review our earlier discussion.
• Parties do not believe any funds now in the BlackRock account are owed to NEISO.
Intent is to release any funds remaining to Forest.
• PP&G to give UMAC access to info necessary to be the collection agency for outstanding
LIPA invoices. UMAC and Forest already had access to those customer accounts.
• Forest was to release its security interest for anything pertaining PPG after 2/1/14. Intent
was so that PPG can get new financing without the need for an inter creditor agreement.
• Stipulation supersedes MFA as Forest releases anything for PPG after February 1st, 2014.
01-30-2014
transcript hearing.pdf

01-30-2014
email.pdf

02.19.2014
Eileen Routhier email to ECI to give Forest Unrestricted access to ECI. Forest always
had access to ECI and now has Eileen send a request to make Forest the ‘super administrator”. Eileen did
not attach me on the original email, but ECI did on their response. This email was also sent without my
knowledge of and before the Stipulation was signed which only required read only access as they always
had, not unrestricted. ECI also says that PPG is responsible for Forests action as an unrestricted user. As
you can also see the June 4th, 2014 Forest Capital invoices sent to PPG customers with their Forests logo
on it. If Forest became super administrator/unrestricted it explains why I was blocked from ECI and only
able to log in as another PPG user when we pulled reports for Citrin Cooperman.
02-19-2014
email.pdf

02.21.2014

The Final Stipulation and Order signed by all and granted by Judge Motts in Maryland.

02-21-2014
stipulation.pdf

02.27.2014
Jeff Wurst sends emails to do the redemption from the NEISO via BlackRock due to the
signed Stipulation. Jeff says that they are writing to hold me in contempt because BlackRock essentially
says they need to follow procedure and submit the forms. Two NEISO Redemptions to BlackRock are
created for Forest, one for the $310K and the other for all funds.
3-25-14 RMF
2-27-14 NEISO
2-27-14 NEISO
contempt email threat
Redemption
against DOP.PDF
for FC-RMF.PDF
Redemption for FC-RMF 2.pdf
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02.29.2014
PPG can no longer afford to pay Frank Debellis. It is a breach of PPG’s employment
agreement for any employee to of worked with Forest within the specified timeframe. Transcripts show
John saying to Frank that he needs to be on board as they “had this conversation” before. To me John is
insinuating that Frank would be implicated or litigated against by Forest. Frank responds, “I understand.”
03-04-2014
email.pdf

03.11.2014
Forest sends an email to Jen Collins of PPG about the SCH auditor letter and asks her to
confirm and sign in agreement. This letter says the unpaid balance of what PPG owes Forest as of
12/31/2013 is $3,507,209 and at 20.25% annual interest.
03-11-2014
email.pdf

12-31-2013
audit.PDF

03.13.2014
Forest files lawsuit against Northeast Utilities, PSNH and Yankee Gas. Forest never
provided PPG any Advance on Yankee Gas accounts but had always been the recipient of those funds.
Forest own accounting is evidence of them retaining the Yankee Gas payments they received and what
they did send was months afterwards and sometimes it was only partial. CT Case number 14-01530
03.21.2014
This letter set by Forest/RMF to the MPUC was seen as a deterrent to make sure that
PPG does not get its Maine customer back. Besnik, Frank and Eileen who worked for PPG but now work
with Forest divulged that they knew that PPG was talking to the MPUC to get approval of all 20,000
switched back at once instead of having to ask each customer individually to reenroll and that PPG had a
$100K deposit with the MPUC. Forest and Jeff Wurst of RMF did this to tortuously intervene and
obstruct justice while further trying to make sure that PPG did not survive long enough to figure out the
embezzlement. Attached is the MPUC response. I recall the MPUC now wanting to do an investigation
after the Forest letter. I believe they ended up using the $100K deposit for the Utilities incurred costs
because of NEISO default.
03-21-2014
letter.pdf

03-21-2014 MPUC
letter.pdf

03.26.2014
This letter of authorization that Forest wanted all along is signed or I was told that I
would be held in contempt of court and arrested as it was a part of the Stipulation. Emails show Sharon
Churchill disputing the wording from a previous version. This letter was in part to protect themselves
from the previous tortuous intervention and obstruction of justice. Forest as the evidence shows they got
in contact with Utilities and those they wanted to regardless of having a letter authorizing them to discuss.
03-26-2014
letter.pdf

04.14.2014
Jeff Wurst of RMF provides a letter out of the blue and makes false accusation in the
apparent attempt to obstruct justice and cover up and divert attention and was posturing to try and file
criminal contempt charges against me.
• Says PPG has continued to attempt to collect ARs for energy sold by PPG before 2/1/14,
in violation of 2/21/14 Stipulation order.
• Says all questions regarding these accounts should be referred to Forest, not UMAC;
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•

•
•
•

Demands accounting of all collections of ARs by PPG re these accounts and all invoices
issued indirectly to former PPG customers that have been returned to PPG and dropped
from further collection efforts due to “supplier write-offs” or “bad debt obligations.”
Also says PPG has not provided Forest by 3/20/14 of all funds disbursed to PPG from the
BlackRock account after 12/1/2013.
Also says PP&G has not supplied Forest with its customer relations management system,
including “Sugar CRM.”
Forest intends to proceed with motion for contempt.

04-14-2014
letter.pdf

04.17.2014

My reply letter to Jeff Wurst of RMF about his baseless claims and false accusations.

04-17-2014
letter.pdf

04.18.2014
The Utilities that Forest and RMF filed a lawsuit against on March 13th now file an
involuntary bankruptcy petition for PPG. They said it was to protect everyone’s interest in PPG’s from
the lender and their aggressive attorney. Screenshot was taken showing that Forests accounting software,
Factor Fox shows a zero balance owed.
04-18-2014
04-18-2014
Screenshot of FactorInvolentary
fox show ing
Bankruptcy.pdf
a ZERO balence ow ed.pdf

04.23.2014

PPG’s attorney Sharon Churchill also responds to Jeff Wurst false allegations.
• enclosed copies of communications with UMAC are a complete accounting; PPG not
aware of any invoices returned to PPG for customers dropped by utilities, and any such
returns would be posted on EC Info Systems, which Forest has complete access.
• PP&G has a skeleton staff and thus has no resources to furnish the requested documents.
• No demand was made for funds disbursed from BR after 12/31/2013.
• Accounting is nevertheless enclosed. PPG has previously provided Forest with complete
access to all such systems, including FreshBooks and EC Info Systems. A Forest
representative spent a full week at PPG office with complete access to these systems and
made copies thereof. The Sugar CRM System is used for employee communications and
marketing and is not a customer relations management system.
• Forest is obligated to give PP&G read-only access to its account through Forest’s Factor
Fox systems and a copy of its internal accounting of PPG’s account. PP&G, however,
has no such access, which appears to have been deleted from the Factor Fox system. (see
enclosed screen shot)
• PPG demands that Forest provide it with immediate access to Factor Fox and an accurate
amount of all outstanding and collected accounts and all amounts Forest Capital has
received from BlackRock.
• PP&G has made several requests to Forest for purposes of reconciling amounts owed to
Forest and collected to date, to no avail.
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•

•

•

As of 12/31/13, based on audit request letter sent by Fox, total amount owed was
$3,507,209. January advances from Forest totaled $108,419.95, for a total of
$3,615,803.21. At some point, Forest will have received collections in excess of the
amount owed by PP&G. Please provide the data to allow parties to reconcile.
Debellis, Islami, and Routhier now employed by Forest. Each have confidentiality
obligations. Forest received erroneous advice regarding collections and about the
allegation that the Sugar CRM system was used for customer relations management.
PPG cautions Forest that it will hold Forest responsible for all improper disclosures made
by these employees.
In short – PPG did not breach any of its obligations under the Stipulation.

04-23-2014 Sharons
letter to Fox.pdf

04.25.2014
Important email that Sharon Churchill sends to Jeff Wurst regarding what we know
Forest has received in payments since January 1st, 2014. This is according to what PPG can prove Forest
has already received from third party payments against what Forests auditors SCH says PPG owes. All
the accounting is verified from third parties. Bank statements, UMAC and through EDI. Those items
together or individually are also filterable by each party, date and time and is in the new PPG accounting
report to verify. Churchill to Wurst email asks for Forest to provide info re utilities that are not billing or
re-billing accounts; we have never had that problem before. PPG understands that Forest has collected in
excess of $5 million, which exceeds the $3.5 million amount claimed to be outstanding. Utility payments
sent directly to Forest are in excess of $4.7 million from 1/1/2014 through 4/15/2014.

04-25-2014
email.pdf

12-31-2013 audit
FC.PDF

05.01.2014
Forest was still trying to get their own separate access although Forest already has ECI
access. The only reason Forest would want more than read only is so that no one can see the changes by
user when unrestricted.
05-01-2014
email.pdf

02-19-2014 email
reference.pdf

05.01.2014
Sharon Churchill to Jeff Wurst again is asking for Forest to answer and provide the
requested information that they are obligated to provide PPG. (11:52 a.m.) Please provide:
1. dates, amounts, and A&T numbers for all purchase/advances to People’s Power;
2. same info. for all over-advances;
3. all interest charges, with back-up as to calculations;
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4. all payments received and credits applied with respect to People’s Power accounts, collections
and overall amounts; and
5. Calculations for arriving at outstanding balances, including applicable dates.
Churchill to Wurst via email (11:59 am) “Since this appears to be a continuing revolving account, I’d like
to see this since May 2012” (date when factoring agreement began)
05-01-2014 Sharon
email.pdf

05.02.2014
Another attorney at RMF, McCauliffe responds to Churchill regarding the May 1, 2014
requests. RMF is saying that the total due under the 3 facilities as of 5/2/14 is $4,606,805.15, plus
interest, costs and fees:
1) Factoring - $1,466,132.94
2) FA facility - $1,411,006.76
3) Over Advance - $1,729,665.45
• Says PP&G has access to Factor Fox; (attaches reports showing balance of factoring
showing balance on 12/31/13 ($4.27 million) and current balance ($1.46 million).
• Attaches 12/23/13 certificate by DP evidencing amount advanced by Forest under the FA
facility at $1,903,756.76. Since then (references attached ledger), another advance was
made on 12/24/13 for $186,000. After “reduction” of $393,750 (1/8/14) and $285,000
(3/7/14), outstanding FA facility balance is $1,411,006.76.
• Re: Over Advance, attached evidence as of 1/6/14 at $1,577,667.82, and current balance
of $1,729,665.45 (after additional advance of $151,997.63).
• RMF shows that the 25% of PPG’s own money that Forest sent in January 2014 was
fraudulently added to the fake Over Advance amount that PPG is said to owe Forest back.
This is attached as RMF provided including the email from their bank showing Forest
wires out of the Forest M&T 1670 bank account.
05-12-2014
email.pdf

05-12-2014 email
2.pdf

05.08.2014
Forest files a lawsuit against BlackRock in Maryland, Case # 14-01530. This is in blatant
disregard of the Stipulation and after they withdrew all they could from them for the NEISO BlackRock
collateral account. Blackrock prevails in trial court and on appeal, proving Forest never had a security
interest in the relevant accounts. These are the same funds that Forest makes a claim for in PPG’s
bankruptcy. The Motion to Dismiss is also attached to jump ahead and show that the judge says the
letters that Forest had PPG sign under duress on 12/24/2013 where vague, not countersigned and Forest
did not prove they had a lien. The Attorneys file in Appeals court, Case # 15-01551.
05-08-2014 forest vs 05-08-2014 forest vs
blackrock.pdf
blackrock 2.pdf

05.09.2014
Forest provides notice as a creditor in PPG’s bankruptcy. As BlackRock also pointed out
that it was conspicuously done the day after they file the MD lawsuit against BlackRock.
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05-09-2014 Case
14-50574.pdf

05.12.2014

05-09-2014 Case
14-50574 2.pdf

John Fox of Forest Capital submits a Declaration with a Motion for Relief from Stay.

05-12-2014 case
14-50574.pdf

05-12-2014 case
14-50574 2.pdf

05-12-2014
14-50574 case 14-50574 3.pdf

05.15.2014
Forest refiles lawsuit against David Pearsall personally in Maryland in disregard of the
Stipulation and PPG’s automatic stay as Forest has filed lawsuits in a shotgun approach to collect on the
same funds they filed a proof of claim for within PPG’s bankruptcy. The purpose of an automatic stay is
to protect against this type of behavior but Forests Attorneys proceed in disregard anyways with filings
against multiple defendants in multiple states for the same funds pertaining PPG.
05.29.2014
Email sent asking RMF to fix the apparent reversal of numbers starting in September
2013 for NYISO and NEISO on the accounting reports they provided on 06.02.2014. The improper
reversal or accounting was in Forest favor and they never responded.
05-29-2014
email.pdf

05.30.2014
Mike Kates CPA account review of what Forest provided shows the discrepancies he
found with payment amounts that Forest added instead of subtracted to increase what they say PPG owes.
05-30-14 Kates
review of FC books.pdf

06.04.2014
Forest filed to be relieved from the automatic stay and was denied. Forest continued
anyways billing PPG customers and collecting/cashing PPG customer payments as you can see their
withdrawals from the Citibank Lockbox statement that is within the new PPG Accounting Report. Forest
brazen breach of the automatic stay along with the false statements made in the deceleration goes to show
Forest does not care about the legal proceedings that are not in their favor.
06-04-2014 Forest 06-04-2014 Forest
billing Peter Rodgers.pdf
billing Robert Cow en.pdf

06.04.2014
BlackRock files for sanctions against Forest Capital’s Attorneys as they seem to be
engaged in “a pattern of obstructionist tactics”.
06-04-2014 Case
114-01530.pdf

06.17.2014
In an email chain and out of the blue, UMAC and Forest were accusing PPG of collecting
and cashing customer checks again. This time previous PPG employees and Jeff Wurst of RMF are
attached to the emails. On this June 17th email I reply showing that you can clearly see that the check was
cashed, by Forest in the Citibank Lockbox account that only they have ability to withdraw from as the
account number on the back of the cashed check was a perfect match. I also was able to verify by seeing
Forest’s withdraw out of the Lockbox. No further response came from anyone as this is another example
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of Forest accusing me of what they were actually doing as you can see in the June 4th invoice of Forest
billing PPG customers which I believe was not known by UMAC.
06-17-2014
email.pdf

06-17-2014 email
2.pdf

06-04-2014 Forest
receipt.pdf

06.17.2014
Proof is provided to show that John Fox has lied in his declaration to coerce and
manipulate PPG’s trustee Richard Coen to get a release of the automatic stay. This was also was to cover
up and protect themselves from their ongoing breach of the stay. I have shown multiple breaches
including Forest billing and removing money from the Lockbox during the stay. Screenshots and emails
as proof to refute the claims that no one could get into ECI or FreshBooks. John Fox of Forest Capital
statements in his declaration is a complete lie. The reason for the screenshots was because Forest made
those false allegations before. I have always said, they seem to accuse me of what they were actually
doing preemptively and as a diversion tactic. We took screenshots of ECI and even logged in to test
Forest username and password using our IP.
To have EDI access, a static IP needs to be white listed on EC Info Systems end. Then the
username and password with an approved IP allows access, like a digital certificate for an added level of
security. Therefore, ECI could also verify what I am saying to be true and that Forest has ALWAYS had
access as they could provide an access log by each users static IP, username and a password along with a
date and time and how long accessed. I was PPG’s super administrator, which provides unrestricted
access to the records. This level of access could allow modifications of customers data and provides
reports and query rights others do not have and without any oversight and allows the monitoring of the
other users. This is why Forest wanted their own login so they can do as they please in PPG’s account
without any oversight or restrictions. An email from ECI warns us of this on 2/19/2014 and says PPG is
responsible. The Stipulation says that PPG only needed to provide read only access, which Forest always
had. You also can see emails from Frank and Eileen of PPG trying to access Forest accounting software
Factor Fox online and could not as of 1/15/2014. Forest blocked PPG from accessing their accounting
system and proceeds to accuses PPG repeatedly of doing the same, which is not true and ECI provides
that irrefutable proof. Freshdesk FreshBooks used to charge by the user so we had one login for us and
another for UMAC/Forest. You can verify with UMAC that they had never been locked out of
FreshBooks since starting collections for PPG in December 2013. The FreshBooks screenshots attached
are on 03/26/2014, which are before John’s false accusation about not having access. You can also see
previous emails about UMAC referencing account changes they see in FreshBooks. Proof is here
provided against each declaration Fox made to show he lied in his statements.
06-17-2014 case
14-50574.pdf

02-19-2014 Email FC 05-01-2014 Forest
unrestricted access.pdf
email.pdf

01-17-2014
email.pdf

06-10-2014 Forest
show s ZERO balence ow ed.pdf

03-26-2014 Forest 06-19-2014 Forest
freshdesk access.pdf
ECI access.pdf

07.30.2014
Email about questions for the trustee and PPG’s attorney Jim Burman from Mike Kates
CPA as he was helping them put together the schedules as the trustee asked.
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07-30-2014
email.pdf

08.07.2014
Important fax that Mike Kates CPA he sends me from the disagreements regarding the
recording of journal entries into PPG’s QuickBooks.
08-07-2014 kates
fax.pdf

10.15.2014
Letter that Cramer & Anderson sent to trustee Richard Coen. To my knowledge, it was
ignored and disregarded although the trustee is supposed to be obligated to investigate a debtors claim.
10-15-2014 Cramer
& Anderson.pdf

12.01.2014
Citrin Cooperman is retained by my attorney Dan Casagrande at Cramer & Anderson.
We have already shown that Forest owes PPG according to payments they have received against their
own 2013 yearend audit done by SCH who also has said they are in accordance to Forest books which
shows Forest owes $2,481,452.28 to PPG. I needed a creditable accounting firm to do the accounting
for themselves, figure out what happened, determine who owes who, how much and testify.
12-01-2014 Citrin
Cooperman.pdf

12.11.2014
Forest files this as their “Proof of Claim.” To my knowledge, they have never provided
the trustee any accounting backup. According to PPG’s trustee Richard Coen, a creditors filing of a proof
of claim is generally enough and accepted by trustees.
12-11-2014.pdf

02.26.2015
Motion to Dismiss is granted in BlackRock’s favor as the memorandum from the Judge
in Maryland references the same letters from December 24th, 2013 that Forest Capital forced PPG to sign
under duress on Christmas Eve. Judge Motts says Forest does not have a security interest in the
Collateral account with BlackRock as they claimed and the letter was vague, did not reasonably validate
any rights assigned, and was never counter signed.
2-26-2015 Case
01530.pdf

05.28.2015
I requested a meeting with the trustee. Trustee Richard Coen provided this accounting
and when asked about Forest “proof of claim” he confirmed that he has not seen any accounting from
them and that a creditors filing is generally accepted as the proof of claim by a trustee.
05-28-2015 trustee
collected.pdf

06.09.2015
Citrin Cooperman provides a draft report basing their calculations upon what the MFA
says and using the unreasonable assumptions that Forest had actually advanced 90% to PPG on every
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invoice and has advanced on Collateral since March 21st, 2012. When they run that against third party
statements that show payments Forest has directly received, Forest owes $2,136,977.00 to PPG. I do not
agree with their methodology and assumptions even though the end result comes out favorable for PPG. I
understand this is a worst-case scenario and simply done so that anyone could understand it. I find their
simple math method to not be true forensic accounting as now done on a transaction by transaction basis.
06-09-2015 Citrin
draft report.pdf

06-09-2015 Citrin
draft report accounting.PDF

07.13.2014
I file for sanctions against Jeff Wurst of RMF and Forest in the Maryland case. Jeff
writes a letter and insinuates to the Judge that I am a “bold face liar” and you can see that Forests
Attorneys manipulated the court proceedings by them missing the deadline for discovery requests.
07-13-2014
cv-01670.pdf

07.24.2015
Forest hires WKL who inaccurately disputes Citrin Cooperman report, yet provides no
accounting information of their own.
07-24-2015 WKL
Advisors report.pdf

01.18.2016
Important letter that RMF sends to Forest Capitals lenders. RMF talks about their
contingency fee and wants the lenders to subordinate to RMF to make sure that they get paid first. It
mentions how they expect me to default on discovery requests when Forest had already missed the
deadline for further discovery requests. You can see my letter about this on 1/20/2016. Again, and again,
they will preemptively blame others to hide and divert attention as this is another example as you will
read in my 1/20 letter. I believe this letter in part is what pushed Forest’s lenders to file an involuntary
bankruptcy against Forest Capital LLC in Maryland.
01-18-2016 Letter to
lenders.pdf

01.20.2016
I wrote a letter about Forest Attorneys engaging in false representation to Judge Motts in
Maryland. I continue to seek a depositions of Forest management and Jeff Wurst from RMF himself.
01-20-2016
letter.pdf

03.25.2016

Forest lenders put Forest Capital into an involuntary bankruptcy in Maryland.

03-25-2016 Forest
bankruptcy case.pdf

06.24.2016
CoFund is the largest lender of Forest Capital and seems to have a first priority lien
position with inter-creditor agreements. CoFund filed to dispute the disbursement of funds in PPG’s
bankruptcy case. LIPA, BlackRock and myself have also filed disputes. But here they withdraw the
motion because Forest’s attorneys in Maryland say that CoFund breached Forest’s automatic stay and
filed Sanctions against CoFund. I do not see how CoFund’s objection could be seen as a breach but
CoFund withdraws the dispute in PPG’s bankruptcy to avoid the Sanctions. Forests attorney’s still
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proceed anyways against Cofund to awarding themselves fees for Sanctions. Interesting to see how
Forest and their Attorneys who blatantly disregard PPG’s automatic stay without any consequence but
then relentlessly bully and accuse others to protect their own self-serving financial interests.
06.30.2016
Forest goes after CoFund for their objection in PPG’s bankruptcy. Here are several
lenders Forest used and CoFund is owed the most. Other attachment is same filing with a few of my
notes highlighted.
06-30-2016 Case
16-13850.pdf

07.14.2016

06-30-2016 case
16-13850 2.pdf

My notes on filed public documents against Forest Capital.

07-14-2014 DOP
highlights.pdf

08.22.2016
Confidential investigator report showing that Forest Capital LLC lied on their bankruptcy
forms in Maryland and that they may still be cashing checks form PPG customers who they set up
payment plans with. The two accounts we see used during PPG’s relationship are both from M&T
accounts numbers ending in 1696 and 1670. Forest seems to have used the 1670 account for wires sent
out from and the 1696 is the account the Utilities sent payment into. I have attached both sample here to
show both account used. The 1696 is still open and looks like they may sweep out any available funds
daily as they did with PPG’s Citibank Lockbox.
08-22-2016 Forest
01-28-2014 RMF
08-22-2016 FC
01-15-2014 1696
report.pdf
settlement email to Sharon.pdf
provided w ire instruction.pdf
forest accnt number.pdf
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Closing Conclusion and Statements
The numbers do not lie. Forest Capital’s embezzlement of PPG’s funds is proven and irrefutable. I show
the original Forest email with the attachments, which is a statement from their own accounting software,
Factor Fox that shows the breakout of funds from each wire sent. Then those Advances are calculated
only against third party statements so that anyone may verify payments directly received by Forest
Capital’s bank accounts. Forest extorted PPG with repeated demands to force PPG to agree under clear
duress before they would fund or even provide PPG their own money that Forest was withholding.
There is no evidence to indicate anything other than the fact that Forest owes PPG. Use SCH’s
12/31/2013 audit report against payments received after the report, Forest owes $2,481,452.28 to PPG.
Use Citrin Cooperman’s accounting draft report, they show $2,136,977.00 is owed to PPG. Even use
Forests own numbers that RMF provided, Mike Kates CPA on 5/30/2014 shows that Forest owes
$1,675,149.80 to PPG and that is without knowing about the payment amounts RMF omitted and/or
added instead of subtracted, as previously explained. Now run Forest Capitals own numbers from their
Factor Fox accounting software reports. When you run actual Advances as Forest shows, against
verifiable third party payments that Forest has received directly into their bank accounts, Forest Capital
LLC owes $15,926,439.75 to People’s Power & Gas LLC.
In 2013 Forest’s theft became particularly egregious. Forest Capital understated PPG’s
collections every month in 2013. The shortfall total is $8,800,390.46. The almost $9 million dollar
difference is from the payments Forest shows they received in their own accounting records and what the
Utilities and bank statements show Forest has actually received as payments.
Even before contracting the right to factor LIPA receivables, Forest kept a significant portion of
Unfactored PPG and LIPA pass through. What Forest had passed through to PPG was listed as debt owed
back to Forest. This has been proven and is very clear according to their own accounting records.
Payments were made on a customer’s behalf to LIPA after it was received by the customer which was
also made regardless if PPG had received it from Forest. The LIPA pass through was to be paid upon
payment received as part of our standard operating procedures so that each transaction was handled only
once for efficiency and to mitigate errors. Without Forest passing through the Unfactored funds, they
initially created our negative cash flow. Accounting shows and is proven from bank statements that PPG
has passed through about $4,297,713.00 of LIPA portion to LIPA on a paid customer’s behalf after being
received by either Forest or PPG.
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While only recently revealing the full extent of Forest’s theft, PPG had several funding issues
caused by Forest as first seen in an email I write on May 6th, 2013. I express my concern about not being
able to budget and plan my own financials in advance if PPG does not know that Forest is going to fund.
Forest funding issues show them not funding as PPG expected along with Forest admitting to withholding
funds throughout 2013. On 4/29 John Fox email admits to withholding a total of $1,450,000 of PPG’s
funds between LIPA and ECI Utilities. On 5/17 Forest shorts wire to PPG for $56,037.96. Forest emails
show funds withheld 5/24 to 5/30. On 5/30, an internal email shows that Mike Kates believes Forest
accounting is inaccurate. On 6/6/2013 I again question Forest about not Advancing to PPG and threaten
to find another lender. On 6/28, there are more concerns of Forest not funding. On 7/25 Forest was
supposed to match PPG’s Collateral. On 8/19 Forest says they have never funded for PSNH or Bangor
Hydro customers although they had been receiving all the payments and apparently not passing through to
PPG. And on 12/23 and 12/24 we had the planned default and extortion as they force PPG to sign more
forms both days. Just to name a few as there are a dozen more examples of shortfalls in PPG DOP
Accounting report.
Forest created a fictitious concept of “Over Advance” to solidify the notion of PPG’s
indebtedness. John Fox offered and then provided PPG an over advance agreement which I signed on
December 2nd, 2013. This was because I bought two other companies’ customers with both my own and
PPG’s money and Forest knew I was in discussion to purchase another company in Massachusetts. As of
12/2/2013, Forest proceeded to then just call all Advances, Over Advances in order to charge PPG more
money in interest and postured in the plan to call it a PPG breach of MFA. As the records show, it is now
known and proven that no Over Advance was provided. Forest Capital continues to say they provided
PPG an Over Advance and that amount still owed is $1,729,668.45. To show the extent of Forest’s
accounting manipulation, the payments on Over Advances totaling $1,347,659.77 from a following Over
Advance, in Forest’s accounting are reflected as an adder to principle debt PPG supposedly owes, not a
payment deduction against principle debt. I further proved that same month, a total of $3,326,566.22 in
new PPG Billed invoices were available to provide an Advance from. Forest further unaccounted for the
additional money that they would also receive from taxes and other charges totaling $159,538.10. A total
of $3,486,104.33 Forest would receive for the month of December 2013. Also, 3rd party verified
payments totaling $2,178,688.91 show that the Utilities sent directly to Forest’s bank account although it
is believed that Forest actually received at least $2,807,501.75 from PPG customer payments in
December 2013.
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On the 12/23/2013 Factor Fox report shows that Forest paid themselves $1,687,703.73 out of
PPG’s billed invoices. Forest Capital themselves created their own internal transactions and called them
Over Advances to falsely compound debt they say PPG owed to try and cover up their embezzlement.
Forest took an advance that would go to pay off a previous advance from a few days prior, then request
another advance to pay that one off, so on and so on. Advances were fictitiously created by Forest and
this transactional Ponzi scheme was to create further financial duress for PPG and myself by exacerbating
what was said to be owed while Forest extracts as much money from the company for themselves as
possible. Forest further was defrauding their own lenders they borrowed from while saying the funds are
for PPG’s behalf. Forest preemptively liquidated PPG by creating these fictitious advance requests to
also not pass any unknown funds they withheld that PPG was questioning. This month of December
2013 is a Ponzi scheme created to defraud PPG, myself personally and Forests own lenders.
It is proven that Forest reversed amounts it received that should have been used to pay down debt,
however adding it on multiple occasions whereby it could not be considered an accident. In the RMF
provided accounting report, in December an astounding total $1,552,472.25 was reversed and added
instead of subtracting against what PPG supposedly owes. Forest even conspicuously omitted FA
payments they received in January 2013 for $525,000 as the $393,750 of Forest portion is left blank and
the remaining you can see in the RMF provided wire report from M&T, that Forest writes that wire was
added to the Over Advance amount as debt. The $285K Forest received in March from BlackRock is
added as debt, not subtracted against the supposed principle owed. Due to the multiple times payments
are reversed to become debt owed to Forest, this could only be another deliberate attempt to defraud.
Following the initial stage of this matter, Forest blatantly disregards the automatic stay by
continuing to bill, collect and cash PPG customer checks even after the initial request to have relief from
the automatic stay was denied. I proved that John Fox committed perjury by then lying in his declaration
to get the relief of stay. Forest says they did not have access to ECI and I have clearly explained the
impossibility of that being true above. You can also see that it was Forest was the one billing even during
the automatic stay on 6/4/2014 invoices with their logo on them saying it is on PPG’s behalf.
. Evidence from a private investigator proved that previous PPG employees who breach
employment agreements but still went to work for Forest in a Mill Plain Road, Danbury CT office. These
3 previous PPG employees were instructed by Forest, to put Forest's logo on those invoices while saying
it is on behalf of PPG as you can see on the invoices above dated 6/4/2014. Again, done within the
automatic stay period and after a relief request was denied.
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Forest accusations appear to be used consistently as a diversion tactic to accuse others in the
effort to cover up their wrongdoing. Forest falsely accused PPG of erroneous billing but then invoices
those same customers and amounts on invoices with their logo on the letterhead. You can see in another
court case that Forest seems to make these false accusations against another client. Forest makes other
false accusations on 04/17/2014 seemingly to press criminal contempt charges to cover up their tortious
intervention from the letters to LIPA and to the MPUC. The 4/24/2014 email from PPG’s attorney
Sharon Churchill responded showing unfounded accusations were without evidence while Sharon shows
evidence that Forest is the one in breach of the Stipulation. Forest blamed PPG for not having access to
systems but it was Forest who locked PPG out of the Factor Fox accounting software. Forest told UMAC
that PPG was billing and cashing customer’s checks until we proved it was Forest by showing the
clearing account numbers where a perfect match to an account that only Forest has access to withdraw
funds from in the 3/29/2014 email. UMAC was the exclusive agent to invoice and collect payments
according to the Stipulation, which is why they blamed PPG.
The numerous lawsuits Forest filed has ultimately backfired and have provided me with clarity I
would have otherwise lacked. The motives of Forest further become known as the other lawsuit details
indicate inconsistencies within the overall story of Forest. According to the transcripts, John Fox of
Forest admits in his testimony to intentionally transferring debt from one paid clients invoices to PPG’s
invoices with supposed bad debt. Apparently, part of Forest’s plan was to defraud their own lenders
while making PPG the reason for the bad debt. Forest admitted the improper accounting was done
without their lender CoFund’s knowledge or approval.
Motive is further found from simple math as Forest Capital could not survive mathematically
alone off the arbitrage of interest charges. Especially when upside down with Forest borrowing up to
24% and charging clients 20%. Forest makes money from the difference in interest fees between the cost
of borrowed funds being their cost of goods against the interest fees they charge and collect from their
clients, like PPG.
The lenders of Forest Capital have since put them into bankruptcy court in Maryland. Forest has
compounded the supposed debt owed by PPG from 3 separate lawsuits for the same funds that Forest has
filed a proof of claim for in PPG CT bankruptcy. It appears to falsely misconstrue the true representation
of Forests accounts payable so that they would appear to be solvent while converting from the Chapter 7
to an 11. Forest carried the fraud through to the lenders they borrowed from against the tax authorities in
several states by not accounting for or remitting the money they received.
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Forest Capital lied in their MD bankruptcy, committing perjury and bankruptcy fraud by omitting
the M&T bank account # 1696. I provided an investigator’s report that shows the bank account is still
open with the last deposit made on 8/22/2016 for $6,298.94. Forest seems to sweep the account’s funds
to a zero balance once payments are cleared in the M&T 1696 account, as they previously did with the
Citibank Lockbox for PPG’s LIPA customers. Forest Capital LLC with an address that is the same as
their accountants in Maryland, seems to now be operating a successor company called Forest Capital
Management LLC in Chicago, IL and offers companies wealth management services and financing
options. Forest Capital LLC also seems to be a successor company of Rockland Capital LLC where all
three of the same owners, John Fox, Don Kennedy and Marty Hefland were owners of and provided their
clients factoring of receivables.
It is my knowledge and belief that Forest’s Attorneys are co-conspirators for unjust enrichment.
They are knowingly and actively helping Forest cover up the fraud, have tortuously intervention, caused
an obstruction of justice, breached PPG’s automatic stay and vexatiously litigate with contingency fees
for the successful collection of their client, Forest Capital’s fraudulent claims. The contingency fees are
explained by RMF in their 01/18/2016 letter to Forest Capitals lenders who also misrepresent the timeline
for discovery requests as RMF themselves already missed the deadline. The Attorneys helped with the
anticipatory documents to defraud PPG and knowingly filed frivolous lawsuits to protect themselves from
the implications of Forest’s fraud.
What is provided in conjunction to this timeline is a complete accounting with all backup. There
is nothing from Forest that has been or could be provided to contradict these facts. The document, letters,
statements, reports, spreadsheet along with Factor Fox and ECI reports within this timeline and are all
provided in full and used within the PPG DOP Accounting Report. Copies of the emails and documents
can be further verified and found on the server copy that was provided to trustee Richard Coen after PPG
went into the involuntary bankruptcy over two years ago.
Below is what you see in the PPG DOP Accounting Report. This 10/18/2013 example is one of
about 130 emails with attachments from Suzanne Fox from Forest Capital. The attachments are from
their Factor Fox accounting reports to show the wires components. This real example shows Forest
paying $34,838.36 to cover the cost of power with them sending the wire directly to the NEISO. The
wire was consisting of PPG’s own funds from Rebate and Unfactored. These funds are not an Advance;
it is Forest simply paying something on PPG’s behalf with PPG’s own money. This is evidence from
many examples of wires showing that not all wires were Advances. By Forest having the Rebates and
Unfactored portions as tools, they could scalp from the invoices and categorize it as Escrow and
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calculated it as debt owed. The debt would compound to eventually create a negative cash flow when it
surpasses a company’s margins and unless they were replaced or more money was put into the company,
it would eventually be under financial duress. Forest and RMF then tried to do a “workout” with me as
they have done with their other victims while trying to cover their tracks by using the anticipatory
documents in legal proceedings to vexatiously litigate, defraud, slander and file frivolous lawsuits.

Email Attachment #1:
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Email Attachment #2:
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